
‘The Mirrored City’1

The transient city - romanticised
In the changing of the tides as the moon began to rise,
As the water creeps from the ground —
The fevered dream of twin cities, reflected in its own 
demise.

Trapped within the water - a pause in fantasy
A silent cry drowned within the currents that ripple 
and fade.
The desolated city emerges —
Torn away from ecology,
The anthropocentric fabricated reality.

— Venice (2019), A field study on Ecological colonisation.2 

1   Venice is split between its romanticisation and its reality. It’s construction –– a 
fabrication of its inhabitant’s ambitions imposed upon it. The city is designed to 
be a monument which disregards its circumstances, ignoring the natural envi-
ronment around it. Venice is an ecological disruption on the brink of collapse, 
mirrored in the floods that sweep through its streets at night, reflecting the 
twinkling lights of civilisation, a fetishisation of anthropocentrism too arrogant to 
acknowledge its demise. 
2   Verses by Francine Chan and Yijun Xiong. (2019). Venice, A field study on 
Ecological colonisation.



This paper is situated within the Anthropocene 
as a geological epoch, where humans have a 
profound impact on nature. Humans qualify 
Earth’s ecological systems through the explo-
ration of science and its applied intervention 
through technology. Earth’s natural alterity 
has modified the to conform to their needs of 
production for social development. As a 
result, the Earth’s cyclical ecology is disrupted 
through the redesign of its functions to suit 
human needs.  

The piece of work about to follow focuses on 
changes in the relationship between humans 
and nature, critiquing on the use of science 
and technology — which we view as a de-
signed manifestation of human behaviour. 
This is done through two distinct points of 
view, written in parallel. Human behaviour is 
positioned within an ecological perspective 
alongside a societal perspective where conse-
quent ecological impacts are examined ac-
cording to their ecological awareness and the 
sustainability of their social developmental 
practices. 



The ecocentric narrative seeks to examine the change in the 
relationship between human and nature as a result of Ecological 
Colonisation. The symbiotic relationship between humans and 
nature has disintegrated due to intentionally designed systems 
which creates an ontological divide. However, the ecocentric 
narrative also clarifies that the disintegration is ideologically 
flawed — explained in The Gaia Theory that organisms and 
their inorganic surroundings are viewed as an integrated, 
self-regulating complex system. 1 

Humans’ denial of their position within nature stems from 
problems within their social constructs. Technology, enabled 
by designed systems of use, is used to support humans’ 
ideological divide. A false sense of entitlement is created when 
humans position themselves as masters of nature and there-
fore, above ecology. Systems of design, through the modifica-
tion of organisms, geography and natural metabolic cycles has 
enabled the exploitation of nature for its resources, unbalanc-
ing the ecological cycle. 

This calls for a paradigm shift within humans’ social conscious-
ness to consider Earth’s cyclical ecology. Systems need to be 
redesigned as a concerted move towards technologies which 
coexists with or is generative towards Earth’s natural ecology. 

1   LOVELOCK, J. and MARGULIS, L. (1974). Atmospheric homeostasis by and for the 
biosphere: the gaia hypothesis. Tellus, 26(1-2), pp.2-10.
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The relationship between human and nature is transformed 
by the construction of society. From the perspective of human 
needs, this part of the writing attempts to sociologically justify 
the development of society. Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of 
needs serves as a psychological model to understand humans’ 
motivations, supporting modes of human labour production 
carried out in society which essentially leads to the develop-
ment of human society. 

Through the analysis of the capitalist mode of production in 
social development, the Anthropocentric perspective further 
reflects on how science and technology play an active role in 
supporting social production and causing the current en-
vironmental crisis, with the help of the actor-network theory. 
However, instead of considering the human ecological impact, 
anthropocentric view examines human labour production      
according to its sociological consequences. 

Taking into account both the impact of the capitalist mode of 
production and the current state of the human survival crisis 
in the Anthropocene, the moral obligation of the creators 
of the technology in terms of the potential consequences is 
proposed. Anthropocentric part of the writing aims to improve 
the role of science and technology in balancing the needs of 
human social development and ecological sustainability in the 
Anthropocene. 
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<< The Many Names given to Earth

Humans, with their intelligence and environmental 
awareness, sought to define the history of their 
existence, and through this qualification, determine 
their role within the world around them.  



4

Ecological Colonisation: The colonisation 
of the planet earth by Humans. 
The process of colonisation within 
ecology will refer to human’s 
establishment of control over 
indigenous matter and zones as 
opposed to the existing definitions of 
colonisation.1

1 Human Society: An action or process of settling among 
and establishing control over the indigenous people of an area OR 
the action of appropriating a place or domain for one’s own use. / 
Ecology: It is the action by a plant or animal of establishing itself in 
an area.
Anon, (2020). [online] Available at: https://www.lexico.com/defini-
tion/colonization [Accessed 20 Jan. 2020].
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‘Ecology’ was coined by zoologist Ernst Haeckel, 
officially defining the relation between animals and their 
organic and inorganic environment. This then gave rise 
to the Gaia Theory: all organisms and their inorganic 
surroundings are viewed as an integrated, self-regulating 
complex system.1 The Gaia Theory serves to qualify the 
field of evolutionary Darwinism in which evolution is 
understood to be a non-linear process –– species are 
entangled within the circumstances of their environment, 
governed by a set of laws that form predictive patterns2 
of ontogenetic3  processes leading to their evolution.

Systematic Darwinism was founded on the theory of 

1  LOVELOCK, J. and MARGULIS, L. (1974). Atmospheric
homeostasis by and for the biosphere: the gaia hypothesis. Tellus, 
26(1-2), pp.2-10.

2  “This preservation of favourable variations and the rejetion 
of injurious variations, I call Natural Selection.” such variations stem 
from patterns concerning the natural environment and interaction 
said organism has that determines the range of physical qualities or 
instincts it spontaneously evolves to ensure a better rate of survival 
for its species.

- Darwin, C. (1946). On the Origin of Species by Means of
Natural Selection or The Preservation of Favored Races in
the Struggle for Life. New York: D.Appleton and Company.

3 Ontogenesis: The development of an individual organism or
anatomical or behavioural feature from the earliest stage to maturity. 
(Referring to the development or also the developmental history of an 
organism) 

- Anon, (2020). [online] Available at: https://www.lexico.com/
definition/ontogenesis [Accessed 20 Jan. 2020].
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self-organisation, which deconstructs the ways in which 
“simple and complex systems may spontaneously 
exhibit order”.4 It was proposed that the entanglement 
of a species within ecology would mean that changes 
made by the species within its environment would 
result in a reactionary cycle of spontaneous and 
quantifiable change.5 

This has created an interesting paradox where 
spontaneity has been forced into quantification by 
humans, setting the tone for a rigid brand of order 
which seeks to order chaos through the application of 
concepts such as the Chaos Theory6 which investigates 
dynamic non-linear systems in order to predict the 
general character of its long-term behaviour. 
Such theories are applied to technological innovations 

4   Systematic Darwinism draws from the concept of natural
selection resulting in spontaneous changes within the process of 
evolution initially proposed by Darwin in the Origin of Species.

- Winther, R. (2008). Systematic Darwinism. Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of
America. [online] Available at: https://www.pnas.org/con-
tent/105/33/11833.abstract [Accessed 20 Jan. 2020].

5 Kauffman, S. (1993). Origins of Order: Self-Organization
and Selection in Evolution. Oxford University Press.

6  “Chaos Theory is the qualitative study of unstable aperiod-
ic behavior in deterministic non-linear dynamical systems.”  

- Kellert, S. (1994). In the wake of chaos. Chicago: Universi-
ty of Chicago Press.
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designed to address environmental conditions7 based 
on the concept of ecological uncertainty and the 
necessity to incorporate state of the art practice to 
modify such systems into regularity. 

With the intention to qualify Earth’s natural processes, 
human’s interventions become intentionally designed 
interactions for the purpose of altering an existing 
self regulating mechanism, organism or environment 
to man’s will. Design plays a major role within acts of 
ecological colonisation and what message it conveys. 
Therefore, it is imperative to acknowledge these acts 
as practices of design with intended purposes and 
repercussions. 

7  “Technological innovation is an environment condition 
based in two principles: concept of uncertainty(probability and 
unpredictability: the chaos theory can be related), necessity to 
incorporate state of the Art practice.”

- Neuhaus, F. Luis Suarez. (2011). Studies in Temporal Ur-
banism: Footprints, a Regeneration Process. London: The
Bartlett Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis.
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Image 1: Monoculture Plantations
(Rubber Trees and Oil Palms in Malaya, 1900)
During the period of the British colonisation, large areas of land 
were cleared in colony spaces which were deemed ideal for the 
growth of certain species of cash crops. Rubber seeds and oil 
palms were imported into Malaya and land was cleared of native 
wildlife to accomodate these vast plantations.
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Civilisation has continuously ignored the influence of 
its designed practices over the natural world; humans 
manipulate environmental systems without thought or 
awareness of consequence. The commerce of rubber is 
one such form of manipulation:

The production of rubber in the late 1800s is a 
manufactured system that saw seeds being smuggled 
from Brazil to the United Kingdom for the purpose of 
redistributing to the far east, which had a better climate 
for rubber plantations.8 The rubber producers’ lack 
of awareness of the entanglement between built and 
natural environments is an effect of stronger impulses: 
to ‘dominate’ and hold ‘power’ over the land. The rubber 
trade can be considered ecological colonisation as a 
redesign of the plant’s original ecology, primarily of its 
natural evolutionary process. 

Man’s “power of selection” through domestication 
is enacted by artificially improving their chances of 
survival. The clearance of land for plantations would 
create an isolated ecology for the plant in which the 
natural vegetational competition for land is removed. 
Complex ecology is simplified through the isolation of 
monoculture in order to reduce entanglements. The 
reactionary cycles of Systematic Darwinism is thereby 
affected as the natural forms of self-regulation that 
naturally emerge from disorder are interrupted.

8  Brockway, L. (2002). Science and colonial expansion. New
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press.
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<< An Ideological Existence

Humans have formed the concept of “ecology” being 
the science that defines the struggle for existence1. 
Therefore, humans began “colonising” ecology by firstly, 
having control over species entangled within their own 
existence. To do this, humans have adapted to improve 
their chances of survival through the control of species 
that they rely on.

1  Cooper, G. (2007). The science of the struggle for exis-
tence. New York: Cambridge University Press.
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Within humans’ pursuit of “ecological control,” they 
have created systems of “conservation” that they 
define as environmental paternalism, referring to 
the restriction of freedom of a species living in an 
unmodified environment. As a result, ecology is 
colonised through the modification and isolation of 
individual species, as with rubber monoculture. 

Humans theorise that the act of survival is a natural 
struggle for existence,9 which is characterized by 
interdependence between beings.10 The concept of 
“struggle” is viewed as a driving force for natural 
selection, where population correlates to the amount 
of resources for survival and the ability to adapt to 

9  Bowler, P. (1976). Malthus, Darwin, and the concept of 
struggle.
New York.

10  “Struggle for Existence in a large and metaphorical sense 
including dependence of one being on another, and including (which 
is more important) not only the life of the individual, but success in 
leaving progeny.”

- Darwin, C. (1946). On the Origin of Species by Means of 
Natural Selection or The Preservation of Favored Races in 
the Struggle for Life. New York: D.Appleton and Company. 
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environmental constraints.11 

This process results in unquantifiable variations in the 
traits of the one species intergenerationally, rather than 
preservation of its traits in order to improve the species 
chances of survival.12 

However, in order to preserve the properties of their 
“material resources”, humans have designed methods 
to stagnate this evolutionary process which prevents 
the “mutation” or extinction of certain species deemed 
to have “useful” properties to the human population. 
In such cases, individual elements are separated 

11  “It is the doctrine of Malthus applied with manifold force 
to the whole animal and vegetable kingdoms; for in this case there 
can be no artificial increase of food, and no prudential restraint from 
marriage. Although some species may be now increasing, more or 
less rapidly, in numbers, all cannot do so, for the world would not 
hold them.”

- Darwin, C. (1946). On the Origin of Species by Means of
Natural Selection or The Preservation of Favored Races in
the Struggle for Life. New York: D.Appleton and Company.

12 “It has been seen in the last chapter that amongst organic
beings in a state of nature there is some individual variability. We 
have, also, seen that it is the most flourishing and dominant species 
of the larger genera which on an average vary most; and varieties, 
as we shall hereafter see, tend to become converted into new and 
distinct species.” 

- Darwin, C. (1946). On the Origin of Species by Means of
Natural Selection or The Preservation of Favored Races in
the Struggle for Life. New York: D.Appleton and Company.
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from “ecology” with intentions to “serve” the human 
population, furthering this relationship which objectifies 
nature by design. This allows humans to “harness” 
the power of nature by creating a self-serving human 
ecology which displaces living and nonliving things 
deemed to be of use –– ideologically alienating the 
natural world of things that have no utilitarian value.
Environmental paternalism can also be defined as a 
preemptive mechanism designed for humans’ ecological 
control. Certain species deemed “valuable” as a 
natural resource are protected against unprecedented 
climate change13 for the benefit of the future survival of 
mankind. 

Paul Smiths, head of Kew Gardens Millennium Seed 
Bank partnership announced that their milestone was 
to collect and conserve 25% of the world’s plant species 
by 2020 to enable their use for the benefit of the planet 
and people.14 In order to protect species of plants in this 
case of paternalism, plants are transplanted away from 
their natural environment. The seeds are maintained 
in a state of stasis to prevent changes in evolutionary 

13   “In time of mass habitat destruction and shifting weather 
patterns, this is the last ditch safeguard against extinction of all 
plants for the benefit of the future of mankind and the world”

- Cruickshank on Kew: The Garden That Changed the World. 
(2011). [film] Directed by D. Cruickshank. London: BBC.

14  “We believe that Kew’s MSB partnership has an important 
role to play in providing plant-based solutions to environmental prob-
lems and in enabling humanity to adapt and innovate.”

- Smith, P. (2009). England’s Kew Gardens Celebrates 250 
Years.
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Image 2: Greenhouses and Crop Efficiency 
(Bayer Scientific Magazine Research, 2020)
The genetic modification and isolation of crops are 
conducted in sterile conditions with simulated environments 
for the calculated “ideal” growth of a species. 
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traits, extinction or endangerment from “ecological 
change”.15 They are only “released” when an appropriate 
location is found to relocate them, or they are grown in 
an enclosed environment which artificially simulates the 
conditions required for their “survival”.16 Such acts can 
also be applied through the same concept to other living 
organisms, to “protect” an area through the control 
of its native wildlife or mass manufacture at a scale 
unreplicable in the “wild”.

The process of domestication and cultivation of 
organisms is another designed process of forced 
adaptation whereby the rules of evolution are 

15  Collecting seeds and preserving them ex situ (away from 
their natural habitat) offers an economical and effective way to save 
seeds and keep them for posterity.
- Kew.org. (2020). Millennium Seed Bank | Kew. [online] Available

at: https://www.kew.org/wakehurst/whats-at-wakehurst/millenni-
um-seed-bank [Accessed 20 Jan. 2020].

16  These seeds were then planted in the greenhouses of Kew, 
and were then transported to Singapore, one of Britain’s colonies. (to 
improve its chances of survival)
Noble, G. (2015). To what extent is the colonial history of botany real-
ised at Kew Gardens today?. [online] Medium. Available at: https://
medium.com/@gabrielnoble/to-what-extent-is-the-colonial-history-of-
botany-realised-at-kew-gardens-today-6c1524dca7c [Accessed 20 
Jan. 2020].
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manipulated to serve the human existence.17 Within 
systems of domestication, species are bred to be 
reliant on man-made environments.  Each generation 
is intentionally bred for the selection of specific natural 
traits to be preserved through the accumulation 
of individual variants.18 As a result, their adaptive 
mechanisms that allow them to survive in the wild 
are stripped away, creating unnaturally homogenised 
species bred for the use of humans.

To increase the production of food for the human 
population, crops can be genetically modified or cross-
bred to improve their nutritional value, growth, and 
protection from environmental hazards such as plant 

17  “The key is man’s power of accumulative selection: 
nature gives successive variations; man adds them up in certain 
directions useful to him. In this sense, he may be said to make for 
himself useful breeds.” 

- Darwin, C. (1946). On the Origin of Species by Means of
Natural Selection or The Preservation of Favored Races in
the Struggle for Life. New York: D.Appleton and Company.

18 “We have seen that man by selection can certainly pro-
duce great results, and can adapt organic beings to his own uses, 
through the accumulation of slight but useful variations, given to 
him by the hand of Nature.”

- Darwin, C. (1946). On the Origin of Species by Means of
Natural Selection or The Preservation of Favored Races in
the Struggle for Life. New York: D.Appleton and Company.
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diseases and insects.19 For the production of natural 
“materials” catering to the material needs of the 
human population, sheep have been bred to produce 
different types of wool with different properties such as 
heat-insulation or texture.20 

Through the control of ecology, humans have 
positioned themselves as masters of nature who 
wield control over other natural beings. Humans have 
designed systems of agriculture which exert control 
over species within nature to ensure the current 
and future security of “natural resources” for their 
continuously growing population. These systems 
of ecological control have predetermined outputs, 
disrupting the natural balance of evolution and 

19  World Health Organization. (2020). Q&A: genetically 
modified food. [online] Available at: https://www.who.int/foodsafe-
ty/areas_work/food-technology/faq-genetically-modified-food/en/ 
[Accessed 20 Jan. 2020].

20  “The various breeds of sheep fitted either for cultivated 
land or mountain pasture, with the wool of one breed good for one 
purpose, and that of another breed for another purpose;”

- World Health Organization. (2020). Q&A: genetically
modified food. [online] Available at: https://www.who.int/
foodsafety/areas_work/food-technology/faq-genetical-
ly-modified-food/en/ [Accessed 20 Jan. 2020].
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breaking away from the dictates of nature,21 resulting 
in humans designing new laws for themselves through 
their “power” over the natural process of selection, 
otherwise known as man’s power of selection. 

This ideology is the origins of environmental 
orientalism, suggesting that nature can be “mastered” 
through the modification of species within ecology 
with acts of domination (exploitation) and paternalism 
(protection).22 
Humans have used their evolved intellect to 
consciously plan for present actions and future

21  “Non-humans transform their environment only in 
accordance with instinct, whereas humans possess the capacity 
to deny their instincts –– that is, to break from the dictates of 
nature.” 

- Biro, A. (2005). Denaturalizing Ecological Politics. Toron-
to: University of Toronto Press.

22  “However, humans have developed societies that go be-
yond the needs of the present. The human ability to think makes 
us consider future needs as well, and how the individual and the 
group can survive.”

- Taflinger, R. (1996). Taking ADvantage, social basis of
human behavior. [online] Washington State University.
Available at: https://public.wsu.edu/~taflinge/advant.
html [Accessed 20 Jan. 2020].
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consequences.23 Man’s power of selection disrupts 
the process of natural selection, appropriating the 
existence of organic beings and their surroundings for 
the purpose of human self preservation. 

Referring back to The Gaia Theory, which views 
all organisms and their environments on Earth as 
entangled beings, puts humans in a unique situation 
where they stand apart from the predictive pattern 
leading to their evolution. Due to their ability to 
“override” factors that threaten or inconvenience their 
existence, humans have gained control over their own 
existence. Man’s power of selection would reposition 
the process of survival of living and non-living things 
entangled within human’s web of influence. This 
disentanglement of species creates a dichotomy 
between instinct and intellect, and humans can be 
viewed as being governed by the latter, through the 
design of systems that remove humans from the 
ecological struggle of its population.

23  “We are the only creatures on earth (as far as we know) 
that can remember the past as discrete events, then connect 
those events with present conditions. Then, on the basis of those 
connections, we can consciously decide what to do, and project 
possible present actions into the future consequences of those ac-
tions. Thus, unlike other animals that react to stimuli as they occur, 
humans live not only in the present, but in the past and the future.”

- Taflinger, R. (1996). Taking ADvantage, social basis of
human behavior. [online] Washington State University.
Available at: https://public.wsu.edu/~taflinge/advant.
html [Accessed 20 Jan. 2020].
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Humans attempt to “exert their agency” upon 
evolution by advancing the expansion of its 
population in aspects of progress, growth and surplus 
–– those that are borne of intention.24 Therefore, 
“ecological colonisation” may in turn be conceived 
as a phenomena wherein the symbiotic relationship 
between man and nature is reappropriated for self-
serving purposes. 

24  describes the homocentric ethic as based on the 
utilitarian idea that “society ought to act in such a way as to insure 
the greatest good for the greatest number of people” 

- Merchant, C. (1990). The Death of Nature: Women, Ecolo-
gy and the Scientific Revolution. New York: HarperOne.
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‘Consequence’ - 

The water holds together the city of plaster
The city that erosion reveals,
Land and sea merged by the lapping 
currents.

Where ambition no longer salvages, 
Cowering behind its crumbling facade,
That its painted face no longer conceals. 

The mechanisms are hidden behind 
shopfronts,
Of drenched alleys impregnated by carts of 
rubbish, 
It’s crudely attached pipes, tethered to 
mechanical pumps,

The artificial life that keeps the city afloat.

— Venice (2019), A field study on Ecological colonisation.1

1    Verses by Francine Chan and Yijun Xiong. (2019). Venice, A 
field study on Ecological colonisation.
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<< The Rise of Anthropocentrism – The 
Death of Uncertainty

Ecological colonisation originates from the need for 
resources, resulting in the objectification of natural 
elements. This is the current narrative that drives the 
expansion of human’s territory and claim over the 
sources of their ecological power.  The environment 
is viewed as a tool to be mastered, something from 
which humans are distinct. As humans’ mastery over 
their resources grows, so does a greater ontological 
divide between “humans” and “nature”.1

“Humans forget that they are a part of nature despite 
it being the source of everything they are and do.”2 - 
(Vogel, 2013)

1   “More frequently, it is claimed that we are alienated 
from nature because we fail to recognize ourselves as part of na-
ture. We are natural beings, dependent on natural forces for our 
existence, and yet we treat nature as if it were something distinct 
from us, and as something that we could (and should) master.”
Thompson, A. and Bendik-Keymer, J. (2013). Ethical adaptation to 
climate change. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press. 

2  Vogel, S. (2013). On Alienation from the Built Environ-
ment. Ethical Theory and Moral Practice, 17(1), pp.87-96.
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With the objectification of nature comes the 
ideological divide between humans and ecology 
where nature is qualified for their determined uses. 
Taxonomies emerge that are built on assigned 
values, forcing things in nature into fixed moulds, 
based on common characteristics. As nature is 
viewed as individual elements as opposed to an 
entanglement of species, vocabulary is built to serve 
the narrative of ecological colonisation which sees 
the qualification of “species”. This results in the 
regulation of spontaneity within ecology, effectively 
contradicting the Gaia Theory, which understands 
ecology as a dynamic system of self-organisation. 
Qualification flattens complexity and chaos into a two-
dimensional relationship. The organisation of chaos, 
which seeks to eradicate uncertainties and eliminate 
factors that humans fail to understand, severely limits 
the relationship between humans and nature and 
restricts the potential to design symbiotic interactions 
within it. 

Interminable cycles are formed where new “uses” are 
found that leads to the “need” to “own”, “possess” 
and “exploit” their environment and other species.25 
During the Kew garden tree tours where one would 
expect to understand more about the ecological 
contexts of trees but instead, the tour served as 
a recollection of human’s exploitation of various 
species for different uses and wants, the same 
vocabulary of domination and conquest seen in 

25  Kew Gardens Tree Tour. (2019). 
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acts of colonisation. One begins to hear the constant 
repetition of utilitarian terms: “materials”, “useful”, 
“uses”, “constructing”, “nice”, “quality”. A never ending 
vocabulary built on humans’ requisition of nature.

Ecology becomes a resource that enables 
socially organised practices.26 In this case, 
“ecology” is detached from its entanglement 
within animals and their organic and inorganic 
elements. Something that was naturally symbiotic 
becomes a designed system reappropriating it for 
humans’ self serving purposes. Recall the rubber 
plantations in which the rubber plant, deemed 
beneficial for humans, is planted to intentionally 
populate an area while other plants and living 
organisms that threaten its survival within the 
assigned space are removed or culled.

Natural beings and organic spaces within “ecology” 
becomes reappropriated to align to human intentions. 
The idea of “ecology” is moulded to fit humans’ 
material needs within their constant strive towards 
societal and cultural advancement. This allows 

26  “We do not see the world surrounding us as our world, 
meaning by that pronoun not that it is something that we possess 
or dominate but rather that it is something for which we are respon-
sible: we do not see it as something that takes the form it does 
because of our  actions, our socially organized practices.”

- Vogel, S. (2013). On Alienation from the Built Environ-
ment. Ethical Theory and Moral Practice, 17(1), pp.87-96.
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humans, through the objectification of nature, to 
create more technologically advanced interventions 
that serve their will and improve their chances of 
survival. As a result of the alignment of nature’s 
objectification to humans’ societal evolution, the 
dichotomy between primitivity and civilisation became 
apparent over time. This is evidenced in the spread 
of “civilised” societies through the act of political 
colonisation which intentionally dominated and 
possessed the lands of those deemed “primitive”. 
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Image 3: Singapore Map 1873
(National Archives of Singapore, 2020)
This map of Singapore was dated 30 years after its colonisation. 
At that time, Singapore was filled with “indiginous” communities 
throughout the island. However, the official map only documented 
“urbanised” areas which were planned by the British officials. 
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During the colonisation of Singapore, a treaty was 
signed by the indiginous tribe living on the island – the 
‘orang lauts’, where they signed over the control of 
their land for a small sum of money.27 As the land was 
transformed into “civilised” land with the construction 
of european buildings, roads and maritime 
infrastructure, more people migrated to the island and 
indiginous locals were tasked to construct the land 
into the envisioned masterplan.28 This infrastructural 
change sought to “control” the natural environment 
–– the unpredictable rivers, the uneven ground which
made traveling inefficient, the mud and mangrove
which made things “dirty” during the heavy storms.

With the construction of civilisations, ecology and 
its primitive predecessors are pushed into the 
background as both natural and human “resources” 
that aid in the fabrication of infrastructure with natural 
elements harvested to supply the construction while 
more “primitive” humans are used as labour. Nature is 

27  1824 Treaty of Friendship and Alliance, signed on 2 
August 1824 by the second British Resident Dr John Crawfurd, Sul-
tan Hussein of Johor and the Temenggong Abdul Rahman. It ceded 
sovereignty of Singapore to the British East India Company.

- Crawfurd, D. and Rahman, T. (1824). 1824 Treaty of
Friendship and Alliance. [Treaty, Document] Singapore
National Archives, Singapore.

28 Tan, B. (2005). Raffles Town Plan (Jackson Plan). [online]
Singapore: National Library Board, Singapore. Available at: https://
eresources.nlb.gov.sg/infopedia/articles/SIP_658_2005-01-07.
html [Accessed 20 Jan. 2020].
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viewed by “civilised” humans in a self-serving manner; 
the natural world is alienated, undermining a human-
nature relationship that was formerly symbiotic.

An individual’s ability to be sensitive to or to respond 
to their ecology becomes limited. This is because 
modern individuals have been ontogenetically affected 
by their man-made environments, which detach them 
from their natural environment, through deprivation 
of sensory interaction. This process mediates all 
their interactions through human systems, reducing 
attunement to unmodified elements of nature. For 
example, to go out and hike in a forest, one often 
travels using man-made transportation operating 
in man-made infrastructure to get to “natural 
reserves” designated by man. Hiking trails are 
carved out, blockades are cleared, overgrown shrubs 
are repeatedly trodden over to create a man-made 
“natural” path. 

Through the construction of infrastructural barriers 
between the “human” environment and nature. The 
built environment, through it detached infrastructure, 
becomes removed from ecology and viewed as 
something autonomous from natural causes. This 
ideological separation lends itself to the development 
of the environment, within the boundaries of the built 
environment, into contained and manicured forms like 
gardens and canals. Nature becomes externalised as 
ecological mechanisms that evoke Gaia and which are 
developed as something apart from but which affect 
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the human “world”.29

The execution of this separation can be seen from 
the construction of infrastructure that disentangles 
ecology –– to create confined lands of alienated 
nature, or material boundaries between “human” and 
“natural” environments. A new term emerged early 
in the twenty-first century to qualify these practices 
and its attending ideology: the Anthropocene –– 
which can be defined as human’s classification of 
the environment and itsecologies for the purpose of 
their own use;30 a name minted to mark this human-
dominated geological epoch. 

“We already find the domination of the earth as an 
alien power over man” 31 - (Marx, Livingstone and Benton, 
1992)

Marx speaks about the alienation between humans 
and nature through the domination of Earth and 

29 “Economists spoke of environmental degradation as 
‘’externalities. In the forms of natural parks, ecosystems, the en-
vironment, and subsequently that of “sustainable development”, 
nature was recognized until relatively recently as essential but 
separate from us.”
Bonneuil, C. and Fressoz, J. (2016). The shock of the anthropo-
cene. Verso.

30 “It seems appropriate to assign the term “an-
throposcene” to the present, in many ways human-dominated, 
geological epoch.”
Crutzen, P. (2002). Geology of mankind. Nature, 415(6867), 
pp.23-23.

31 Marx, K., Livingstone, R. and Benton, G. (1992). Early 
writings of Karl Marx. Harmondsworth: Penguin.
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its elements. He considered the use of “natural 
resources” as the harnessing of nature’s elemental 
power  –– through the privatisation of land, and 
the monopolisation of natural materials;32 through 
the fabricated structures of land ownership and 
entitlement to space and natural resources. As 
a result of this self-assigned autonomy from the 
natural world by creating a taxonomy of their self 
importance, Earth is qualified according to human 
needs. The human environment has inadvertently 
become isolated within man-made mechanisms. 
Ultimately, the disentanglement of ecology intends 
to design man-made systems act as barriers that 
further alienate humans from their ecological rights.

Unless pointed out, the modern individual would 
find it difficult to discern the impact of human 
interference in their interactions with nature or their 
personal lack of attunement to their ecosystem. 
The inability to discern their impact is similar to 
how colonisers of the past failed to see the violence 
they enacted and were blind to their actions and 
the dismissal of the needs of the natives who 

32  “The domination of earth itself, for Marx, took on a 
complex dialectical meaning derived from his concept of Alien-
ation. It meant both the domination of the earth by those who 
monopolized land and hence the elemental power of nature, and 
also the domination of the earth and of dead matter (repre-
senting the power of the landlord and capitalist) over the vast 
majority of human beings.”

- Foster, J. (2012). Marx’s ecology. Charlesbourg, Qué-
bec: Braille Jymico Inc.
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they colonised. Therefore, this form of ignorance is 
similarly imbued into the assigned term of “Ecological 
Colonisation”.
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“Decay - Refabrication” -

When the flood subsides, 
The layers peeled away to reveal the - 
Rusted mechanisms of society’s fragile 
exterior
Unnaturally preserved, by the monument of 
memory, by farce and perception

The city of monument, rotted to its core.
Ecological Ignorance
Natural materials gilded in gold
Clogged pores under glaze
Impervious to its Surroundings
Fabricated for Fabrication
each step further away from its nature
Independent from Humans -
a slave all the same.
— Venice (2019), A field study on Ecological colonisation.1

1    Verses by Francine Chan and Yijun Xiong. (2019). Venice, A 
field study on Ecological colonisation.
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<< Trapped Within Fabricated Ecologies

Ecological utilitarianism: the material objectification 
of nature within the constructs of anthropocentrism 
where nature is qualified through its physical benefits 
as the fundamental basis for human sustenance, 
protection and security.1 Humans find themselves 
trapped within their fabricated ecologies through 
their ideological divide that perceives humans to be 
apart from nature. The man-made environment sees 
humans trapped within a zone stripped of Earth’s 
natural alterity, in denial that they are inevitably a part 
of ecology. 

1  Kellert, S. and Wilson, E. (1993). The Biophilia hypothe-
sis. Island Press.
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Image 4: “Eco” Architecture
(Architect Magazine, 2016)
Fabricated ecologies can be seen from the imagination and 
construction of utopian garden cities, simulating forests 
without wildlife, overgrowth, pests, drought or floods
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“Ecology” that has been designed to integrate within 
systems of technology and infrastructure that provide 
a suitable climate for selected plants that thrive in 
allocated spaces, pruned when overgrown. Human 
systems lie underneath the forest aesthetic, all 
tucked away, neatly constructed behind panels of 
manufactured glass and steel for humans to peer out 
from the comforts of climate-controlled interiors. 

Humans have built for their self containment: parks 
mimicking the grasslands, greenhouses and vertical 
gardens transporting the idea of a “wild” jungle –– all 
while “colonisation” sits in the background, a fictitious 
story they used to tell themselves of their importance 
within ecology. Of built environments intentionally 
designed as a superficial imitation mimicking the 
aesthetic qualities of natural ecologies that have 
been quantified, contained and controlled; where 
humans convince themselves of their affiliation to 
the natural world, yet paradoxically build artificially 
organized systems imitating spaces within nature. 
The natural world is harvested, industrialised and 
repackaged as its modern counterpart, replacing 
Earth’s natural alterity, transforming it into a techno-
nature saturated with human activity.

However, this divide is purely ideological and 
essentially flawed due to humans’ positioning of 
themselves at the center of ecology through the 
anthropocentric lens. The Gaia Theory explains that 
organisms and their inorganic surroundings are 
viewed as an integrated, self-regulating complex 
system. Therefore, humans are inevitably a part of 
the cycle of ecology that exists beyond their self-
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organisation. 

Within these civilised societies, as mentioned in the 
ideological and physical desensitisation of the modern 
individual from their ecological attunement, humans 
have failed to develop an ecological vernacular within 
their design practice. They are left to realise that 
ecological colonisation is the enslavement of nature 
of their own making, a constructed ideological division 
between the world of man and nature.33 

Ecological fabrication has always been a tale they 
told themselves within their utopian visions, as 
ecology itself is a self sustaining, self-organising 
entanglement of natural beings. Humans’ ecological 
fabrication mimics ecology but the artificiality of their 
environments built from the need for permanence 
fails to address the cyclical relationship of living and 
nonliving things. The human environment is fabricated 
through processed materials bear no material 
alignment or physical resemblance to their natural 
counterparts or their original properties. They bear no 
symbiotism towards their situated ecologies. They do 
not decay and feed back into the ground. They do not 

33   “(Paternalist paradigm) humans have a responsibility 
to meet, not only to other humans but also to members of other 
species… with respect to human-environmental relations, the envi-
ronmentalist movement tends to fetishize nature, thereby setting 
it apart from the world of humans.”
Descola, P. and Palsson, G. (1996). Nature and Society: Anthropo-
logical Perspectives. European Association of Social Anthropolo-
gists, Routledge.
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produce or provide as they stand impervious to the 
natural elements. With symmetrical slabs of concrete, 
perfectly polished glass panels, plastic chairs, 
breathing mechanised air filtering away pollution that 
humans had caused, with no alignment to time and 
space.

But now, humans are coming to terms with their 
entanglement within the process of global warming 
and major ecological change. The awareness that 
lifeforms have been reduced to prosthesis - individual 
parts within the mechanism of human dominated, 
quantified and controlled ecologies;34 where their roles 
within natural ecology bear little impact of restoring 
the destruction humans have brought upon the 
environment. 

Cyclical repercussions caused by the disruption 
of ecology can be easily seen in various life forms 
affected by humans’ pollution of the air and sea, 
amongst many other detrimental practices. Marine 
life, for example, is caught within this cycle of negative 

34  “The reduction of lifeforms to prosthesis and the machi-
nation of agricultural logistics is hubristic, and tragedy (from which 
the term hubris derives) is atleast the initial mode of ecological 
awareness.”

- Morton, T. (2016). Dark ecology. Columbia University
Press.
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impact. Due to input from atmospheric deposition35 
and anthropogenic activities such as coal burning, 
concrete production and oil refining among other 
unsustainable practices, large amounts of mercury 
has been deposited into the atmosphere, later 
being absorbed by the ocean through floods and 
reemission.36 Mercury then contaminates the marine 
life which are later caughts and reintroduced back to 
the human population as part of the human diet.37 
As mercury bioaccumulates in both marine life and 
humans, it is extremely damaging to both ecology 
and the human population as it is poisonous in large 
amounts causing damage to the central nervous 
system. 

Humans have failed to recognise that their detachment 
from direct interaction with nature does not mean that 
they are detached from nature; they merely have a 
myopic view of the material value of nature and remain 

35  Atmospheric deposition is a very important transport pro-
cess for gases and particles from the atmosphere to the terrestrial 
and aquatic surfaces.

- Atmospheric deposition. (2008). In: Encyclopedia of 
Ecology.

36  Park, K. S.; Seo, Y.-C.; Lee, S.J.; Lee, J.H. (2008). “Emis-
sion and Speciation of Mercury from various Combustion Sources”. 
Powder Technology.

37  Liu, J., Xu, X., Yu, S., Cheng, H., Hong, Y. and Feng, X. 
(2014). Mercury pollution in fish from South China Sea: Levels, 
species-specific accumulation, and possible sources. Environmen-
tal Research, 131, pp.160-164.
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dependent on nature for sustenance, protection and 
security in indirect ways. However, the narrative can 
be changed to one that is ecologically conscious which 
would reintegrate human constructs back into Earth’s 
cyclical ecology. 

The equilibrium between human and ecology needs 
to and can be found from examining the constructs of 
human population through humans’ taxonomisation 
of living and non-living things within nature –– by 
considering their own position within the entanglement 
of their “resources”.38 Only by holding themselves 
accountable for “resource depletion” would humans 
realise the scale of the impact they have on their 
environment and how it is unfeasible to scale their 
production down with an exponentially increasing 
population. 

38  “The survival of society has always depended on 
safeguarding the equilibrium between the variables of population, 
resources and environment.” 

- Rogers, R. (2008). Cities For A Small Planet. Boulder, CO:
Basic Books.
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Image 5: Chicken Farm 
(The Times, 2019)
Chicken farming is one such example of the over reliance 
and resulting manufacturisation of single organisms 
(monoculture).
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This problem is only magnified as the cities get larger 
as the human population increases. This results in a 
greater demand for resources, achievable only through 
the artificial and extensive domestication of certain 
species. To support a city, a single organism has to 
be mass-manufactured. This self-catalysed reliance 
on a (largely) self-regulated product actually makes a 
city incredibly vulnerable. With reliance on a specific 
type of wood for example, changes in the supply of 
said species or evolutionary changes to its properties 
would disrupt the city’s systems of production and, 
in turn, their ways and quality of living. The same 
can be seen in humans’ overreliance on a specific 
type of food where 20% of the protein consumed in 
developing countries come from poultry – mostly 
chickens and ducks. The onset of avian influenza39 
caused a significant depletion of food sources, with 
the death of millions of chickens. In Vietnam alone, 50 
million domestic birds were killed in 2005 to curb the 
H5N1 pandemic.40

The inflexibility that comes with humans’ 
categorisation of (and, indeed, preferences for 
specific) natural resources leads to larger amounts 
of waste as humans fail to explore other potential 

39  Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (2020). 
Information on Avian Influenza. [online] Available at: https://www.
cdc.gov/flu/avianflu/index.htm [Accessed 20 Jan. 2020].

40  McLeod, A., Morgan, N., Prakash, A., & Hinrichs, J. 
(2005) Economic and social impacts of avian influenza. Food and 
Agriculture Organisation.
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uses for “waste” material or the mass production 
of livestock leading to an over supply and needless 
culling of animals. It is a large cycle of waste which 
bears no consideration for the displacement or 
overpopulation of species which affects the rest of 
ecology. Ecological cycles are disrupted to accomodate 
to supplying to the needs of certain specimens, 
supplying to the systems of cities. 

Slavoj Zizek describes humans’ current ideology of 
ecology, referring to the perception of current reality, 
as something that is disjointed from the realities of 
their surrounding environment, as a result of overly 
human-fabricated spaces. As previously mentioned, 
as a form of sensory deprivation, humans create 
enclosures that insulate themselves within their 
own constructs of reality. Humans sit within their 
manufactured gardens unaware of what it means 
to be ecologically disruptive, having intentionally 
disassociated from the natural surroundings of their 
“material resources” –– so physically disassociated, 
even, that the repercussions of their actions are not 
immediately seen or felt.

When acres of trees are chopped down and put 
through the system which pulverises wood into pulp 
in order to be rolled into sheets of soft plys to wipe 
their arses after they shit into ceramic seats –– then it 
reveals the insensitivity of a manufactured process in 
relation to ecology as the act of chopping down trees 
surmount to an insignificant end of flushing it away. 
“Waste” is produced without closing the cycle to feed 
back into the environment that has been depleted. 
Even if humans rationally knew that their waste still 
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exists somewhere, it is no longer an individual’s 
responsibility as they flush away their association to 
the trees torn down to clean themselves, flushing 
away the shit — that from humans’ most elementary 
experience, disappears from their world.41

41  “When you go to the toilet, shit disappears. You flush it. 
Of course rationally you know its there.. But from the level of your 
most elementary experience, it disappears from your world”

- Ecology as Religion. (2010). [Film] Directed by S. Zizek.
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<< Contamination of Humans’ “Nature”

This collapse in the anthropocentric narrative points 
towards a future where humans have to learn to 
understand the world beyond their current narcissism; 
humans can never definitively qualify the world to their 
own standards. To measure the world is to capture 
a world that is fixed –– an impossibility.1 There is 
a pressing need for a more ecologically symbiotic 
future that accounts for the cyclical repercussions of 
actions detrimental to their surrounding environment. 
Technology can be adapted, taking into account the 
process of symbiosis, for their practices to sit within the 
cyclical relationship of ecology. 

1  “The scientific perspective..tends to be reductionistic: it 
focuses on the constituent elements of nature often independent 
of the understanding of entire organisms or their relation to other 
species and natural habitat.” 

- Kellert, S. and Wilson, E. (1993). The Biophilia hypothesis.
Island Press.
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Image 6: Fataluku East Timoree Houses
(Fataluku Houses: Uma Lulik, 2020)
Southeast Asian vernacular architecture rely on local 
materials and structual adaptations to its surrounding climate 
and environmental conditions. 
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This ecognosis is explained by Timothy Morton in 
Dark Ecology as “the realisation that nonhumans 
are installed at profound levels of the human — not 
just biologically and socially but in the very structure 
of thought and logic.”42 It is an underestimation of 
ecology’s potential and its retribution, a testament to 
the “civilised” humans’ failed understanding of ecology 
as they have focused far too much on independent 
elements within nature, and are too self assured of 
their role within it, failing to understand organisms’ 
expanded relationships to other species and natural 
habitats. Ecology is natural order characterized by 
spontaneous change –– it is not something to master 
and control.

There are societies that still maintain interdependent 
relationships between humans and nature where 
these anthropocentric ideals and practices balanced 
with ecological symbiosis. Settlements on the island 
of Timor built houses in response to the Sun’s 
orientation and the location of water sources amongst 

42  “In part, ecognosis involves realizing that nonhumans are 
installed at profound levels of the human—not just biologically and 
socially but in the very structure of thought and logic. Coexisting 
with these nonhumans is ecological thought, art, ethics, and poli-
tics.”

- Morton, T. (2016). Dark ecology. Columbia University
Press.
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other factors.43 They design their environments with 
ecological consciousness, developing vernacular 
architecture where shelters by rivers or seas are built 
on stilts with attached ladders to provide access 
during the changing tides, rather than rediverting the 
water. Architecture in tropical regions are designed 
with ventilated walls woven with local leaves that 
provide humans with natural protection against the 
weather, rather than creating mechanised systems 
for artificial air. The societies that develop vernacular 
architecture seem to be more attuned to their natural 
environment and aware of their position within the 
ecological system, having learnt to coexist with nature 
instead of “mastering” it.

However, the agenda for social expansion and 
development has spread internationally through 
the act of colonisation –– in this case an action or 
process of settling among and establishing control 
over the indigenous people of an area. As a result 
of this, ecocentric indigenous communities have 
become a scarcity, and their culturally ingrained 
ecological consciousness is also eroded by the 
dominant ideologies of larger, more “powerful” 

43  “The most common orientation is the connection to the 
path of the sun. Such as the Atoni house on the island of Timor, 
where the entrance of the building never faces east or west to 
avoid the sunlight inside the house. The house is taken to mean as 
opposition to the sun.”

- Auersbach, B. (2018). The House, The Rice and The
Buffalo: Cosmological Perceptions in the indigenous
Architecture of Southeast Asia. SPAFA Journal, 2.
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civilisations. It is an act of colonisation, but also 
“ecological colonisation”, as indiginous cultures and 
their ecocentric beliefs are eroded as the agenda 
of civilisation is imposed upon the indigenous 
communities under their rule. 

Ecological colonisation has been repeatedly used as 
a tool by humans to modify Earth’s natural alterity 
through methods of: geographical control and 
evolution of individual specimens, seen with the 
rubber plant; environmental paternalism and the 
intentional modification of survival, domestication 
and environmental protection; and lastly, the 
taxonomisation of living and non-living things within 
nature, a system by which they are objectified and 
organised by humans as resources that enable 
socially organised practices. 

The problem of humans’ application of technology 
relies on the rigid qualification and categorisation 
of specimens, intentional control that curbs the 
evolutionary variations of individual living organisms. 
This is for fear of losing a certain type of species and 
its “unique” and “useful” properties, in accordance 
with anthropocentrism, which posits that nature 
should be seen in a utilitarian manner, as resources 
to be harnessed. Such an approach towards 
nature can be viewed as the fear of change or the 
“contamination” of resources. 

However, this view is challenged in The Mushroom 
at the End of the World, which views contamination 
as encounters that change one’s identity in light of 
external influences. Far removed from the negative or 
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dominating implications usually associated with the 
term, “contamination” here is optimistic as it refers 
to the discovery of new directions for change –– 
contamination is a driving force for collaboration.44

Contamination is not about giving up the right to 
self-preservation. It is the acceptance of change in 
ecosystems, of rising water levels, of depleted land, 
of changed climates that cause living organisms to 
evolve and adapt to their new environments, improving 
their chances of survival. This laissez-faire approach 
would result in species becoming independent in 
adapting to changes rather than depend on humans 
to ensure the conditions of their survival, allowing 
ecology to self organise and sustain itself without 
external aid. Such an approach can be considered 
a form of rewilding,45 a concept that recognises the 
independence of organisms within nature and its 
changing relationship with its physical environment, 
which shifts in accordance to environmental changes. 

44  “We are contaminated by our encounters; they change 
who we are as we make way for others. As contamination changes 
world-making projects, mutual worlds—and new directions—may 
emerge”

- Tsing, A. (2017). Mushroom at the end of the world.
Princeton University Press.

45 “Rewilding recognizes that nature consists not just of
a collection of species but also of their ever-shifting relationships 
with each other and with the physical environment.”

- Monboit, G. (2014). Feral: Rewilding the land, sea and
human life. Penguin.
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Within the current climate of the Earth, air, land and 
water sources have all been depleted and altered due 
to humans’ modification of the environment.46 

Humans’ invention of technologies that enable 
environmental paternalism determines a species 
chances of survival. This could possibly help in 
restoring lands that have been depleted as a result 
of excessive harvestation or which have been 
intentionally destroyed – where the natural landscape 
and biomass has been intentionally removed by 
humans. The contamination of the forest is viewed 
as a neutral force for ecological change and humans 
would be able to modify the forest’s biological makeup 
to balance any disruption caused by modification of 
land. 

46  “The ecosystems that will emerge, in our changed cli-
mates, on our depleted soils, will not be the same as those which 
prevailed in the past... While conservation often looks to the past, 
rewilding of this kind looks to the future.”

- Monboit, G. (2014). Feral: Rewilding the land, sea and
human life. Penguin.
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Image 7: Australian Aboriginal Burning Practices
(Our land is burning, and western science does not have all 
the answers, 2019)
Aboriginal tribes in Australia practice controlled burning to 
regenerate land which have been overrun by invasive species, 
weeds or lack the nutrients to ecologically sustain itself.
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Therefore, the proposal of rewilding relies on the 
collaboration between human technology and 
ecology’s self-organisation. This can be seen in 
Australia’s aboriginal tribes where a recent movement 
led by The Firesticks Allegiance in New South 
Wales Australia is looking to solve problems of land 
management caused by European colonisation.47 
Modern land management methods are extremely 
hazardous due to the lack of understanding of the 
local wildlife as well as seasonal weather patterns. 
This causes indiscriminate burning with excessive 
amounts of fuel which depletes sources of food for 
local wildlife and the destruction of habitat.48  The 
Firesticks Allegiance advocates ancient traditions of 
land management by fire have been used to “heal” 
land which has been overrun by invasive species 

47  “Many communities haven’t been able to practise their 
cultural fire because of the impacts of colonisation, restrictions 
on access to land and prohibition, because burning is seen as 
a threat or something that will damage other people’s inter-
ests,there are gaps in knowledge and practice and Fire Sticks is 
trying to rebuild that cultural education and pathways for fire, and 
trying to revitalise cultural burning practices.”

- Mcilroy, T. (2019). Ancient Indigenous burning practices
could help fight bushfires. Financial Review. [online]
Available at: https://www.afr.com/politics/federal/an-
cient-indigenous-burning-practices-could-help-fight-bush-
fires-20191212-p53jgy [Accessed 20 Jan. 2020].

48   Dinnen, R. (2018). National Indigenous Fire Workshop 
Bundanon. The Firesticks Alliance Podcast.
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detrimental to native animals and plant species.49 The 
method is approached through precise containment 
of fires only in areas which have been ecologically 
depleted. Future feed trees as well as trees that act 
as wildlife habitats are conserved to support the 
sustained growth of wildlife. This technology enables 
beneficial ecological modification as it allows an 
increased biodiversity to grow over, catalysing the 
growth of some plants that are dependent on the fire. 

Technological advancements can be repurposed 
to support a symbiotic relationship where nature 
is taken care of in acts of restoration rather than 
exploitation. The onus is on designers to be aware 
of the ecological discourse that surrounds human 
systems, which should be designed in consideration of 
natural cycles and consequences of disruption. With 
that in mind, design should also be an act of practice 
which educates humans in the appropriate steps taken 
to mitigate the negative ecological impacts on other 
entangled species. 

In order for modern humans to reintegrate back into an 
ecocentric perspective of the world, they first have to 
be sensitised to their natural environments. The Green 
School in Bali encourages an ecocentric education. 
Humans are taught to lead a more sustainable lifestyle 

49  Fieldcapture.ala.org.au. (2020). Aboriginal Communi-
ty Engagement | Project | Field Capture. [online] Available at: 
https://fieldcapture.ala.org.au/project/index/0a676638-d95f-
4e8c-a7b3-6a91ff9912ed [Accessed 20 Jan. 2020].
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through the integration of natural systems. They are 
encouraged to consider the ecological impacts of 
decisions they make in their daily lives to prevent 
unintended environmental consequences. This is 
done through on site ecological management through 
localised production of renewable energy. A closed 
system waste management reintroduces the cycle 
of food waste as animal feed or compost, human 
waste as ground fertilisation, and industrial waste 
being put through local recycling.50 This personal 
ecological approach detaches an individual from the 
environmental constructs of civilisation and places 
them back within the direct influence of the natural 
environment. 

In light of potential methods of change and the 
readaptation of humans back into ecology to 
break the cycle of ecological colonisation, there is 
potential for the reversal of the hierarchy of “power” 
in light of climate change –– where the majority of 
humans would learn from the ecocentric practices of 
indigenous tribes in Timor where humans would bend 
to the will of changing ecology. 

What if “detrimental” impacts on the “human 
environment” could be viewed as a form of ecological 
contamination? Could humans allow ecology to 
balance itself out (in the spontaneous manner 
proposed in the Gaia Theory) by stepping aside and 

50  Green School Bali. (2020). Environment - Green School 
Bali. [online] Available at: https://www.greenschool.org/environ-
ment/ [Accessed 20 Jan. 2020].
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abiding by changes in the ecosystem? This line of 
reasoning is a chance for the human population 
to reflect upon their environmental practices as a 
whole, as well as review the history of ecocentric 
practices lost within the acts of colonisation and 
civilisation.51

51  “Contaminated diversity implicates survivors in histo-
ries of greed, violence, and environmental destruction”

- Tsing, A. (2017). Mushroom at the end of the world.
Princeton University Press.
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1.0 Human-nature relationship

Metabolism: 
the continuous chemical interchange 
of material that maintains organisms 
function by providing energy to enable 
organisms to carry out physical 
activities and life-sustaining processes.  
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1.1 Metabolic Interaction.

On a biological level, human existence depends on 
the metabolic interaction with nature. Metabolism 
being the continuous chemical interchange 
of material and energy that maintains human 
bodily functions, providing energy that  enables 
humans to carry out physical activities and life-
sustaining processes from movement and growth to 
development and reproduction. Once the metabolic 
exchange of matter and energy stops, the life of the 
human ends.  

The metabolic interaction between human and 
nature is mostly achieved through labour. Through 
labour, humans can control the metabolism between 
themselves and nature by mobilising their own bodily 
actions, to make use of natural materials according 
to their needs. 1 

1  Marx, K., Paul, C. and Paul, E. (1974). Capital. London: 
Dent, pp.283, 290. 
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In the primary production stage, humans exchange 
amounts of physical labour to directly extract 
resources from nature. Humans obtain energy 
from nature by moving the body which consumes 
energy through acts such as hunting and foraging. 
In the primitive stage of production which is limited 
by technology  and tools, nature to a large extent, 
determines humans’ chances of survival. Water 
and food shortages caused by a drought can be a 
profound reminder of the importance of nature in 
sustaining life. Primitive human individuals were 
keenly aware of their metabolic interactions with 
nature as the conditions of nature were closely tied 
to their survival. 
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1.2 The Development of Science and Technology.

At the same time, however, nature has made its 
“laws” clear, in the form of “admonitions”  that 
disciplines humans to improve their labour practices. 
Humans are capable of learning practices of survival 
through their observation of nature, such as the 
acts that plants and animals carry out to survive.  
Humans then apply these deductions into their daily 
labour practices. 

The cultivation of wild cereals and the domestication 
of pigs and sheep are all good examples of human 
labour practices. These practices began early on and 
can be viewed  as an early application of human’s 
perception of the laws of the object world. This can 
also be considered   a primitive form of science 
and technology. Further developments of their 
understanding can be seen to develop from the acts  
of bandaging hemostasis and the application of 
herbal medicine. Hence, that would be the start of 
humans development of  anthropology, biology and 
other disciplines. 
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According to Anthropologist Tim Ingold, objects 
created by human are moments in the flow of 
material culture, where the application of subjective 
perception manifests as things. In accordance with 
the knowledge of the natural environment and local 
materials, humans designed vernacular architecture 
and the distribution of social communities within it. 
Based on knowledge of the continental climate and 
understanding of the material properties of wood and 
animal fur, Mongolian yurts are made warm in winter 
and cool in summer. At Atlantic Beach in Florida, 
the locals built majority of settlements the shores 
of lakes in the form of stilt buildings raised on piles 
over the surface of the soil as a protection against 
flooding. 2 Many forest tribes in  India adopt  the form 
of communal  living, assisted by fences and defences 
against  predatory animals. 3 

2  Bush, David M. (June 2004). Living with Florida’s At-
lantic beaches: Coastal hazards from Amelia Island to Key West. 
Duke University Press. pp. 263–264. 

3  Dhote, K.K., PREETI, O. and Santanu, D., 2012, 
March. Identifying the sustainable practices from the vernacu-
lar architecture of tribes of central India. In Proceeding of 2nd 
International conference–Workshop on Sustainable Architecture 
& Urban design organized by School of Housing, Building & Plan-
ning, University Sains, Penang, Malaysia.
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This design is the induction and use of existing 
knowledge from one or more fields of knowledge 
based on a certain need. It can be said that the 
design activity of human beings is a practice that 
firstly uses mental labour to  speculate a series 
of outcomes, physical labour is then used to put 
speculation in practice. These design activities test 
how scientific knowledge can be applied. 

After the application of a design is tested, subjective 
understanding of certain topics is developed.This 
develops into practical sciences that  exists as 
technology within human society and guides future 
production practices. 

The interdisciplinary integration of knowledge 
gradually forms a system of social cognitive 
foundation. Through the application of  design 
practices, people have developed and established 
religious rituals, cultural practices,social order and 
moral systems.4 

To a certain extent, design practice and its success 
results in technology being  considered as a driving 
force to promote labor production activities. However, 
due to the limitations of scientific understanding at 
different stages of social development resulting 

4  Ellen, R. (1982) Environment, Subsistence and System: 
The Ecology of Small-Scale Social Formations, Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press. 
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in the differing needs of human beings, tested 
technology is often abandoned, or treated as a 
dialectical progress, only recognized by the needs for 
a specific period of time. 

Within the primitive stages of human labour 
production conditions, people often positioned 
themselves within nature, as part of nature. This can 
be seen in the worship of nature in most early human 
societies. 

About 6,000 years ago, “Shifting cultivation” was 
practiced as a form of agriculture in northern India. 
This method protected ecology by abandoning 
planting grounds after two to three years and 
migrating their site. 5 Certain forests were also 
protected against logging. . These forests were  
regarded as sacred groves by the locals where 
precious trees were protected through the primitive 
worship of nature. These forms of worship were 
grounded in secular benefits for humans, which 
may have also been based on securing freshwater 
sources. Food was also used as a ritualistic acts of 
sacrifice seen as a  feedback loop to nature within 
the practices of primitive worship. 

5  Gadgil, M. (2020). Sacred Groves: An Ancient Tradition 
of Nature Conservation. [online] Scientific American. Available at: 
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/sacred-groves-an-an-
cient-tradition-of-nature-conservation/ [Accessed 2 Jan. 2020].
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This practice was  based on human’s knowledge 
of nature, which could be seen in other indiginous 
communities. The people of Manipur(Meiteis) for 
example, conserved medicinally important plants by 
incorporating them with religion and nature worship.6 
For example trees are believed to related to Gods, 
and therefore have sanctity – the flame of the forest 
is believed to have originated from the body of Lord 
Brahma. 7

Within the primitive production stage,subjective 
interpretations and knowledge of nature were formed 
based on primitive observations through labour 
practices which then evolved to be regarded as a 
religion. This is comparable as an equivalent to our 
understanding of modern-day “science” for primitive 
societies. 

6  PHURAILATPAM, A. K. and SINGH, S. R. (2015) Conser-
vation of medicinally important plants by the indigenous people 
of Manipur (Meiteis) by incorporating them with religion and 
nature worship. Current Science (00113891), Vol. 109 Issue 1, 
p25-30. 6p.

7  “Butea monosperma”. Germplasm Resources Informa-
tion Network (GRIN). Agricultural Research Service (ARS), United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA). Retrieved 2009-10-24.
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These practical activities capture the “laws” of nature 
— the cycle of energy between humans and nature. 
Whether it is the worship of primitive plants 
or ritualistic sacrifice, religious practices embodied 
scientific consciousness — the principle of returning 
to nature.  The practice of this principle was adapted 
into different designed practices through acts of 
religion, influenced by a variety of other regional 
causes, including local culture and so on. 

This science was only recognized as methodology 
which guided human practice. The sustainability of 
metabolic relationship between human and nature 
was guaranteed to a certain extent, as it posits that 
acquisition and return form a good metabolic cycle. 
In this sense, during the primitive stages of human 
society, science and technology guided  people 
towards a better coalesce with nature. 
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In addition, in early human society, the population 
base was small and production modes were simple 
to suit the needs of a primitive lifestyle — human 
activities largely returned to nature directly in a 
metabolic way. Humans’ impact on nature was 
relatively small as humans obtain water and food 
through natural systems which will return to nature in 
the form of human waste. This sustainable metabolic 
relationship through human labour ensures “the 
everlasting nature-imposed condition of human 
existence”. 8 

Science has evolved through time, being passed on 
through the generations, gradually improving human 
production. Humans have evolved to make rational 
uses of nature to maintain  stable sources of energy 
by growing food. They have also learnt to build shelter  
that protects them from the environment and natural 
threats. As a result of these developments, humans 
are no longer subjected to the direct impacts of 
nature and the need for new “developments” came 
into being. 

8  Marx’s Capital – Philosophy and Political Economy. 
Geoff Pilling 1980 Chapter 3. The Concepts of Capital. I, p. 184
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1.3 Human needs and Societal 
development

The term “development” is understood and 
interpreted differently in different disciplines. From 
a sociological perspective, “societal development” 
refers to changes to social structure and framework, 
through sensible decision-making that goes beyond 
survival instinct which helps human society better 
achieve its social will.9 In other words we could say 
that social development is driven by the social will for 
progress. 

However, social will is complex. The current state 
of social development in a way limits people’s 
understanding of things,  that means the state 
of social development affects humans’ value 
judgment on what can be considered as progress or 
development. Understanding the general principle 
of individual needs in society may help us better 
understand this. 

The widely accepted view in sociology is that social 
will relate human needs and social development. 
According to Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of needs,10 
human needs can be categorised into five levels: 

9  Author: C.H. Filgueira,F. Filgueira, Chapter: Develop-
ment: Social, Book: International Encyclopedia of the Social & 
Behavioral Sciences, Publisher: Elsevier, 2001

10  Maslow, A. (1943). A theory of human motivation. 
Psychological Review, 50(4), pp.370-396.
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needs to do with physiology, safety, sense of belonging and 
love, esteem and self-actualisation. In terms of classification, 
Maslow’s hierarchy outlines gradual improvements from 
material and basic needs for survival to higher-level 
psychological needs. 

Needs act as motivations when unmet. Normally lower-level 
needs, namely those concerned with physiology and safety, 
dominate until higher-level needs are met.11 However, these 
needs may overlap, which means that the lower levels can 
take precedence over the other levels at any time.12 While 
Maslow’s hierarchy may, in such a way, be viewed as a 
more fluid taxonomy, the broader classifications of humans’ 
psychological and self-fulfilling needs still stand and are 
observable in the roles performed by humans in society. 

With the development of the material base, human society 
then began to generate surpluses beyond what is needed for 
survival. Driven by psychological needs, the main focus of 
human activity has shifted from working at a survival-needs 
level into working for the functioning of society. The need for 
belonging makes individuals more involved in the operation 
of society, and through social participation, humans gain 
prestige and achieve self-actualisation. 

11  Maslow, A.H. (1943). “A theory of human motivation”. Psycho-
logical Review. 50 (4): 370–96.

12  Deckers, Lambert (2018). Motivation: Biological, Psychological, 
and Environmental. Routledge Press.
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Societal development makes the division of social 
labour increasingly clear. The way society function 
determines how different humans with different roles 
are connected. The structure of society is to some 
extent the structure of interpersonal relations. These 
connections inevitably lead to different forms of 
social hierarchy. 

Science and technology are the products of the 
current social needs and stage of labour production. 
Primitive science and technology no longer 
applicable or recognized due to the change of 
human needs. During this stage of human societal 
development, humans have begun to widely apply 
their understanding of nature to design objects with 
the intention of constructing the structure of society. 
For example, to maintain power and control. 

The establishment of architecture such as palaces 
designed based on the considerations of social 
hierarchy is proof. The form of such architecture is 
usually intended to be permanent, and inherited 
within human society. Endowed with special social 
function and meaning, the materials used to make 
these objects are gradually separated from nature. 
Human-nature metabolism interaction becomes 
more complex as materials designed for permanence 
due to social hierarchy is distinguished from 
materials within the metabolic process as they no 
longer need to sustain human survival. 
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To drive societal function, humans defined the 
meaning of time. Based on their understanding of 
natural time. Humans created a system which adapts 
natural time to the operational needs of human 
society. This is likewise observable in the exchange 
of goods: concepts such as general equivalents have 
been unified. 

Systems of social rules were formulated and 
designed accordingly. The use of certain colors were 
restricted to people of a certain status based on 
social hierarchy. With it came laws, social norms, 
cultural practices, taboos, and so on. These rules 
become social sciences and serve as an important 
yardstick for human behaviour. 

This shift leads to a human-initiated separation from 
nature; humans have begun to position themselves 
without nature, apart from nature.

As social structures gradually formed, the metabolic 
interaction between humans and nature shifted 
somewhere between connection and rupture. 
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Venice: the city of concrete skies and 
shallow ground, overshadowing logic and 
reason, built atop human ambition.

A city firstly of bricks
then plaster
then marble ––
Of marble - of monument
A land of prosperity, its body dressed
In painted walls, 
Lacquered doors,
Cobbled streets,
The pinnacle of new civilization 
A dream like state built from the image 
of prosperous towns
Sat atop water,
Floating above the world. 

— Venice (2019), A field study on Ecological colonisation. 13

13  Verses by Francine Chan and Yijun Xiong. (2019). 
Venice, A field study on Ecological colonisation.
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1.4 The further separation of humans from 
nature: Development of science 

Religion once played a positive role in the primitive 
society as the naive science of the day, but in the 
middle ages, it stuck to “tradition” — the outcome 
of previous observation of nature that was passed 
down through generations. as well as the restrictions 
on scientific research, to gain societal power,this, to 
some extent, hindered the development of society. 

The belief that humans are outside of nature is “a 
creation of the modern world”.14 Descartes divided 
mind from body, coining the concept “mind-body 
dualism”. This claim separated humans from 
religious experiences, including the supernatural 
and transcendent, and catalysed the development 
of modern science based on experimentation and 
testing.15 This essentially puts the authority of nature 
and reason above others forms of authority. 

14  Moore, J., Ahsan, K. (2019). Capitalism in the Web 
of Life: an Interview with Jason W. Moore - Viewpoint Magazine. 
[online] Viewpoint Magazine. Available at: https://www.viewpoint-
mag.com/2015/09/28/capitalism-in-the-web-of-life-an-interview-
with-jason-moore/

15  Hooykaas, R. (1987). The Rise of Modern Science: 
When and Why?. The British Journal for the History of Science, 
20(4), pp.453-473. 
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With the improvement of social science such as 
measurement system, he further proposed that 
the entirety of nature can be reduced to “measures 
and numbers” –– that is, every aspect of nature is 
objective and measurable through scientific methods 
and reason. Modern science does not acknowledge 
the authority of nature itself, but more of its 
authenticity as phenomena and factual data.

Different from empiricism, early modern materialism 
focused on not only the measurement and 
interpretation of nature, but also on determining, 
manipulating and controlling nature. As Descartes 
advocates, through the cultivation of knowledge, man 
has the right to master and possess nature. With 
the widespread acceptance of this idea in Europe, 
nature’s position in the human mind is degraded. 
Human change from being in awe of nature to 
viewing nature as a subordinate to humans.
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Using the laws of nature to rationally utilise nature: 
From a practical point of view, this idea was further 
developed by Francis Bacon. Through his depiction 
of the role of science in the New Atlantis,16 humans 
conducted experiments and collected data to gain 
knowledge, and then applied the knowledge they 
gained to produce things of use for humans.17 
This indicates that the purpose of the exploration 
of nature to obtain knowledge is to rationally 
utilizing the laws of nature to improve human 
labour efficiency, make nature available for use in 
production. 

Using nature as resources: 
Bacon further described an experimental philosophy 
in which nature is female so as to extract the secrets 
of nature, “hidden in certain deep mines and 
caves”.18 Miners and blacksmiths may also take them 
away from nature — “one explores the intestines of 
nature, and the other shapes nature like an anvil”, 
and technology can “help us to reveal the secrets still 

16  His incomplete utopian novel, New Atlantis.

17  Bacon, F. (2019). New Atlantis. Chicago: Otbebookpub-
lishing. 

18  Merchant, C. (2008). “The Violence of Impediments”: 
Francis Bacon and the Origins of Experimentation. Isis, 99(4), 
731-760. doi:10.1086/597767
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locked in ‘nature’s bosom’”.19 This portrays nature in 
a biologically feminine way, as opposed to one  that 
is mechanised and masculine, encouraging humans 
to view ecological entanglement in a positive manner, 
in a way that supports the development of science, 
given that humans associate  “female” to concepts 
of nurture,care, birth and renewal. However, this 
perspective is also insidious as it carries a one-sided 
emphasis on man’s exploitation of nature –– to 
hammer it into submission upon an anvil. One may 
note that this “female nature” is in fact still described 
by Francis Bacon’s male gaze, intensely sexualised, 
as if ripe to be pillaged or plundered.

Thinkers in the age of the Enlightenment paved 
the way not only for science to break through 
the shackles of authority, but also for humans to 
conquer, and power over nature. Development 
in different fields of science has promoted the 
development of human society.  

19  Bacon, De Augmentis Scientiarum, Bk. 3, Ch. 3 (Works, 
Vol. 4, p. 343); and Bacon, “Thoughts and Conclusions on the 
Interpretation of Nature or a Science of Productive Works,” in Far-
rington, Philosophy of Francis Bacon, pp. 96, 99 (the Latin is “ab 
arte tenetur et urgetur, quam in libertate propria”; see Bacon, 
Cogitata et Visa [Works, Vol. 3, pp. 615, 617–618]). On secrets 
laid up in the womb of nature see Bacon, Novum Organum, Bk. 
1, Aphorism 109 (Works, Vol. 4, p. 100). The Latin is “Itaque 
sperandum omnino est, esse adhuc in naturae sinu multa excel-
lentis usus recondita, quae nullam cum jam inventis cognatio-
nem habent aut parallelismum, sed omnino sita sunt extra vias 
phantasiae; quae tamen adhuc inventa non sunt” (Works, Vol. 1, 
p. 208).
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The city, a monument built of the past, 
promising a better future, promising 
the advancement of society: 
In Venice, a city illogically built atop 
unstable clay and silt, justifying its 
existence as an elite monument. Of 
bricks and stone, with buildings and 
bridges piled upon petrified wood –– 
wood preserved under suffocating 
land, starved of sunlight:

A city built for bourgeois of the past – 
Escaping state land, 
Starting anew.

A temporary settlement of precariously 
piled permanence. 

— Venice (2019), A field study on Ecological colonisation.20

20   Verses by Francine Chan and Yijun Xiong. (2019). 
Venice, A field study on Ecological colonisation.
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2.1 Capitalist modes of social production. 

<< The rise of automated manufacturing. 

For a long time, science and technology have 
improved  human production and labour efficiency 
by guiding the way humans work. It is the improved 
steam engine in human production that replaced 
human labour in the factory to provide power. Such 
an idea has changed the mode of production in 
which raw materials are processed through human 
physical labour and the consumption of human 
bioenergy. From then on, humans have begun to 
move towards a social production stage where 
mechanisation replaces human physical power.  

 This has significantly improved human’s production 
efficiency, through the advantage of tireless 
machinery replacing human labour.  Machines 
can achieve maximum productivity as it constantly 
functions so long as there is a source of power. It 
can also be technologically improved to increase 
its power to work yield.  Through the development 
of science and technology, humans can constantly 
optimise the operation of machines to achieve better 
efficiency of production. 

With the improvement in human production, humans 
have the ability to generate surplus beyond their 
needs to carry out more profound social activities for 
social development. 
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<< Urbanisation: The change in relations of production

The process of urbanisation usually begins with the 
emergence of factories within a region, or a similar 
form of organisation that gathers human as labour 
for production to carry out economic activities. In 
order to maintain the operation of the factory for 
production needs, the factory places high demands 
on labour. 

Correspondingly, the economic growth and 
abundant employment opportunities created by 
industrialisation have attracted  humans to the city. 
Subsequently, other companies such as construction 
manufacturers, retailers, and service providers 
emerged to provide products that meet the needs of 
humans’ life, thereby creating more job opportunities 
and housing demand which expands an area’s 
population. 

Different forms of production in the city are mutually 
reinforced through the economy. Urban areas are 
gradually established and developed into forms 
of interdependent ecologies. This is a network of 
workers, capital and the means of social production.21

21  Capitalism in the Web of Life: Ecology and the Accumu-
lation of Capital
Book by Jason W. Moore 
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Social constructs overlap the meaning 
of nature,
Geography becomes more than a 
physical landscape  ––
The environment becomes assigned 
purpose by man.22  

Geography that becomes “land”. 
For their taking
To turn land into value – designed 
commodities 

Tourists come and go, oblivious to the 
cycles of the tide.
Oblivious to the sinking novelty of a 
fabricated reality,
A fabricated civilisation, the slumbering 
dream of consumerism.
— Venice (2019), A field study on Ecological colonisation.23

22  David HARVEY, The Social Construction of Space and 
Time: A Relational Theory, Justice, nature and the geography of 
difference, 

23  Verses by Francine Chan and Yijun Xiong. (2019). 
Venice, A field study on Ecological colonisation. 
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<< “Cheap Nature” as Capital in Social Construction 

The accumulation of capital involves the construction 
of an entire social value system. 

The social science now serves as a capitalist 
social construct. Geography becomes socially 
constructed as an abstract space 24 beyond a physical 
landscape, geography becomes a coordinates system 
designating economic value. The physical space is 
set at a price based on geographical advantages, 
and the spatial distance has also become one of the 
factors affecting value. Time, no longer just a tool to 
assist the arrangement of human social activities. In 
the abstract sense, it has the function of measuring 
social value, validating human labour. Social 
construction of social science further developed 
to meet the needs of economic development and 
capital production. Applications of abstract time and 
space in social science established a social value 
calculation system, enabling capitalists to build a 
network of exploitation, appropriation, and profit.25 

24  David HARVEY, The Social Construction of Space and 
Time: A Relational Theory, Justice, nature and the geography of 
difference, 

25  Merchant 1980; Lefebvre 1991; Mumford 1934; 
Crosby 1997; Pickles 2004; Sombart 1915; Chaunu 1959 
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In order to remain competitive in the market and 
consolidate their class status, capitalists gradually 
built an economy based on “cheap nature” to 
achieve profit maximisation. 26 

To capitalist, nature is socially constructed to be 
viewed as “cheap” raw material. According to the 
law of social value, the value of goods is based on 
necessary labour time. This means the closer the 
process is to its natural material form, the cheaper 
the product is. This has resulted in an alienation of 
nature within human society due to the construct of 
its social value. Processed products are given higher 
value, which essentially promotes commercialisation. 

26  Moore, Jason W., “The Rise of Cheap Nature” (2016). 
Sociology Faculty Scholarship. 2. https://orb.binghamton.edu/
sociology_fac/2 
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The final packaging of the product is often based on 
the needs of the product’s transportation, such as 
adding a layer of packaging to processed food to ensure 
hygiene, or to preserve it so it can be transported to 
further places for sale. In the early days of the Chinese 
exportation of porcelain to Europe, beans were placed 
in the porcelain for material protection. As the beans 
germinate in transit, they fill the gap between the 
porcelain. Later, the Japanese used patterned paper 
to fill the chinaware gaps. Such packaging is designed 
for aesthetics to serve as product advertisements. 
This proved to be effective which led to an increased 
popularity in Japanese porcelain. This practice as widely 
exists in manufacturing industries.The capitalists seek 
mental labour to position the product, and add value to 
the product through its designed packaging and other 
forms of advertising. 

This has led to alienation of human society from nature, 
which was presented as the construction of “civilisation” 
by capitalists. However, its essence is of endless 
commercialisation. We are running into the vortex of 
capital, capitalism is the advancement of language and 
portrayal of the endless pursuit of progress. In order 
to cope with the fiercely competitive market, capitalist 
continue to stimulate consumption. 

This portrays a Whig fallacy, history representing or is 
represented by the victorious elite. The past is viewed 
historically as the origin, present, or anticipation of the 
present in a way that celebrates and rationalises the 
present, while believing in or promising a better future 
follows. 
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Capital never stops inventing business opportunities 
that bend nature to their needs. With the 
development of industrial production, natural forces 
are widely used as physical labour for production. 
Since then, workers who can only provide physical 
labor are also considered to be “cheap nature” as 
from an economic perspective, they share the same 
production value. Technology becomes a method to 
manipulate natural forces, those who can put in the 
mental labour to bring about technological innovation 
are promised higher pay creating a divide in social 
hierarchy between humans who produce manual and 
mental labour. 

The prospect of applying science to industrial 
production has stimulated public enthusiasm in the 
study science of nature, especially on how to apply 
scientific knowledge to improve productivity. The laws 
of nature, the knowledge of ecology, ... the “secrets” 
of nature that have been discovered are applied 
within the practice of production. Scientific research 
gains capital value as knowledge, and potential 
knowledge is valued according to their application in 
the production process.

In conjunction with commercialization, a series of 
adulation of new technologies has also been added 
to advertising as a means of enhancing publicity. 
This kind of propaganda further divides people 
within society between those who are considered as 
“cheap nature” due to their contribution of physical 
labour, and those who are considered “valuable” due 
to their contribution of applicable knowledge and 
innovations.  
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As wood and stone wore away over 
time, 
Deteriorating in the saline humid air  
–– turning into acid
From the polluted waters
Replaced by concrete, 
The incompatibility a reflection of
Human greatness, their ability to 
control nature
The permanence of man replacing 
cyclical ecology. 

— Venice (2019), A field study on Ecological colonisation.27

27   Verses by Francine Chan and Yijun Xiong. (2019). 
Venice, A field study on Ecological colonisation.
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2.2 Social metabolism and the rift. 

Due to the limited amount of raw materials in the 
city, which cannot meet the needs of production 
for market expansion, and the pursuit of price 
advantages, cities look further afield for means 
of production. Raw materials in rural areas are 
obtained and transported into cities. In the sense of 
maintaining socio-economic operations, this may be 
reasonable. In the ecological sense, however, it is 
worth arguing as it has hidden danger. 

From the perspective of metabolic cycle, take food 
production as an example, nutrients from the soil 
are transported farther afield to cities in the form of 
agricultural raw material, such as food and fiber. But 
the same nutrients, in the form of human and animal 
waste, are not returned to its original land. It is not 
sustainable to appropriate energy and resources 
from other places to maximize capital gains 
without considering the sustainability of the laws of 
metabolic cycle in this way. Once the land outside 
the city has degraded, other sources of raw materials 
will be needed for the operation of production. This 
one way movement is tantamount to energy robbing 
creating a metabolic rift between human society 
and nature. This means that the energy used for 
production in the city has failed to return to nature to 
provide the reproduction for the metabolic cycle. 

However, this rift is not that obvious as at this time 
there are so many wild areas for human exploitation. 
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Trapped within its parallel reality. 
     The ecstasy of consumption,

The neverending construction
                                Of civilization. 

— Venice (2019), A field study on Ecological colonisation.28

28   Verses by Francine Chan and Yijun Xiong. (2019). 
Venice, A field study on Ecological colonisation. 
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<< The worldwide expansion of Capitalism

Since the age of Discovery, the boundaries of 
geography have been constantly broken. Africa, 
America, and Asia have been discovered one after 
another. The map of the world was constantly 
updated, and the geographic truth of the earth is 
revealed. Humans’ vision also gradually changed 
from their local environment to the whole earth as 
an explorable unit. The exploration of local nature 
expanded to the exploration of worldwide nature. 

The formation of this capitalist economic ideology 
went through an extensive process. It is the product 
of a combination of markets and industry, empires 
and new ways of valuing the world, and the fusion of 
broad intellectual and philosophical movement and 
scientific revolution concepts. Combining economic 
means with political expansion, supplemented by 
technology, capitalist societies further “violated” 
previous sustainable human-nature metabolic 
interaction conditions through trade and colonial 
expansion. 

Global long-range appropriation of nature has 
begun. One such example is guano, the accumulated 
excrement of seabirds and bats, which is proved to 
be an efficient fertilizer as it is rich in key nutrients 
and essential elements for plant growth. In order to 
obtain fertilizer to meet the production of agricultural 
raw materials, capitalist countries import large 
quantities of guano throughout the world. The 
demand for guano has stimulated human
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colonization on remote bird islands in many parts 
of the world. According to the Guano Island Act 
passed in 1856, U.S. citizens gain the exclusive 
rights to own the guano resources they found on 
unclaimed islands. 29Since then, the United States 
began colonially annexing uninhabited islands in 
the Pacific Caribbean. Such misappropriation has 
caused serious damage to the local cave ecosystem, 
resulting bats to abandon the roost and the loss 
of millions of seabirds. 30 Ecological degradation 
failed to maintain the supply of raw materials for 
production, capitalist need to find other alternatives. 
This capitalist exploitation in a sense of robbery is 
utterly unsustainable, failing to maintain the means 
of reproduction for the metabolic cycle. 

However, driven by the global economy, it is 
unstoppable within the current constructs of a 
capitalist human society. With the help of science 
and technology, humans possess tools with greater 
impact on nature. Between 1535 and 1680, 4 million 
square kilometers of undeveloped land

29  Skaggs, J. (1995). The great guano rush: Entrepre-
neurs and American Overseas Expansion. New York: St. Martin’s 
Griffin. 

30  IUCN. (2020). A bird droppings biodiversity paradise 
– the Guano Islands and Capes National Reserve System,
Peru. [online] Available at:https://www.iucn.org/content/
bird-droppings-biodiversity-paradise-%E2%80%93-guano-is-
lands-and-capes-national-reserve-system-peru [Accessed 19 Jan.
2020].
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was conquered by humans. 31 A large amount of 
untouched nature, such as forests, were reclaimed 
for economic purposes. In tropical colonies, the 
abundant heat and good precipitation brought by 
the natural environment are widely utilised to grow 
cash crops. The invasion of alien species caused 
by the colonial period has also been proven to 
have a profound impact on the local ecology. Not to 
mention the damage of uncontrolled strip mining, 
fuel extraction, fishing, deforestation, … Ecology, 
geomorphology, and climate have been largely 
transformed by humans. 

Some effects are almost irreversible. Such as the 
heavy chemical industry, which produces large 
quantities of chemicals has emerged to meet the 
gradually upgraded demands of production process 
due to the intensified commercialisation caused by 
market competition. Man-made materials that was 
designed to only consider production needs but not 
the ecological needs have problems returning to 
nature. Plastics, a widely used packaging material, is 
difficult to degrade, with some causing contamination 
to the ecology if not handled properly. 

Humans believe that the Anthropocene has arrived 
and “humanity” has become a geological force in its 
own right.32 Humans’ ability to manipulate and control 
nature is being celebrated by the naming of the new 

31  Chaunu, P. 1959. Seville et l’Atlantique (1504–1650), 
VIII (1): les structures geographiques. Paris: S.E.V.P.E.N. 

32  Crutzen 2002; Steffen et al., 2011; Zalasiewicz et al. 
2011 
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geologic period. 

Capitalist production logic that chases profit, 
leading to commodification. This is reflected in its 
production methods and values. Therefore, it is not 
difficult to see capital operations which obey the 
anthropocentric law of social value.. From a social 
value perspective, this is a pursuit of human societal 
commodities as opposed to the natural production of 
resources which leads to overproduction. In addition 
to the pursuit of profit, the ecological impact is not 
considered. Human production activity creates a rift 
between social nature metabolism. 

However, human society still relies on their metabolic 
interaction with nature. An important aspect of 
this concept is that it is the basis for human life 
maintenance and growth. Once that interaction is 
broken, human society and civilisation will collapse, 
humans will fail to naturally sustain their existence. 
On a global scale, such rifts have begun to threaten 
human existence. 

Social metabolism is being regulated by society 
through institutionalized norms, such as governing 
the use of technology and repositioning nature for its 
value to improve modes of production. 
The production mode of mulberry fish ponds acts 
as a good example of the balance between human 
needs and the needs for maintaining the metabolic 
interaction. In order to obtain silk as an economical 
product, we will need fertilizer(nutrition) for the 
mulberry tree to grow. The system of direct recycling 
and recycling of fertilizer was designed in the 
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mulberry fishpond. 33 Mulberry waste is used to feed 
fish, and fish waste feedback to mulberry in the form 
of nutrients. This cyclical ecology within production 
is designed instead of simply following the law of 
value which uses the cheapest method of production 
through the ownership of land with the best climate 
conditions and importing cheap fertilizer. 

By considering how can we save energy by thinking 
new ways of recycling silk, or developing new 
technologies to improve productivity, this system 
thinks about how to design a mechanism which 
values both human & nonhuman roles with the intent 
of completing the metabolic feedback loop within 
the natural ecology. This design awareness reflects 
an understanding of the laws of ecology, and the 
importance of reproduction. 

A designer who optimizes production through rational 
use of scientific knowledge and design techniques, 
has an obligation to make the process of labour and 
manufacture a part of the ecological cycle instead of 
creating a separate human ecology. 

The process of production needs to find a way to 
achieve a cyclical return to ecology, enabling the 
future sustainability of resources for the rest of the 
species within its located ecology and not only for 

33  Zhong Gongfu. (1982). The Mulberry Dike-Fish Pond 
Complex: A Chinese Ecosystem of Land-Water Interaction on the 
Pearl River Delta. Human Ecology, 10(2), 191-202. Retrieved 
January 22, 2020, from www.jstor.org/stable/4602646
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human needs. Simply reusing or recycling resources 
can’t solve the fundamental problem. We need to 
think about the mechanism of production, how all the 
actors in this internet integrated with each other for a 
metabolic interaction. 
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3. Critical Review of Human Practices

Whether it is between object and object, human 
and object or human and human, both form a 
special relationship in the operation of society. This 
relationship is like a network in which human and 
nonhuman are both as nodes, interconnected and 
interacting with each other. 34

Science is the product of human conscious, a 
subjective understanding of this network, it is a 
dialectical social accumulation of known knowledge 
within the network. By reviewing the “science” that 
humans believe in and using it to guide practice in 
different stages of human society, we can find that 
science is limited by the accumulation of the whole 
knowledge of society, although in general science 
presents a sense of the correct understanding of the 
objective world under certain conditions. 

More importantly, as a product of society, all the 
understanding of the relationship between nodes in 
this network is based on the social perspective of 
human society. As society develops and new ways 
of functioning emerge, the relationship in between 
nodes will change, the understanding of these 
relationships will change. Therefore, blind faith in 
science worth a critical reflection. 

34  Callon, M. (1984). Some Elements of a Sociology of 
Translation: Domestication of the Scallops and the Fishermen of 
St Brieuc Bay. The Sociological Review, 32(1_suppl), pp.196-233. 
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It’s especially critical when technology is promoted 
as the representative of science and advanced. 
As the driving force of human behaviour, human 
needs affects humans’ value judgment. This value 
judgement blends into social science which frames 
an understanding of the world from a human’s social 
perspective, further serving as a guide of human 
behaviour for the direction and focus of scientific 
development. In this sense, the development of 
science and technology is determined by human 
needs.Therefore, technology is just a method or 
tool humans use to achieve their goals by applying 
existing science according to their needs, and not 
necessarily the most “advanced” form of invention.  

From the perspective of social networks, technology 
can be seen as human’s forms of innovation through 
their understanding of existing networks. When 
technology is created and applied to society, it means 
that technology is brought into the network as a new 
node. We can see the effect of bringing in new nodes 
on the whole network from the improvement of the 
steam engine, which eventually led to the emergence 
of capitalism as a social ideology. In fact, regardless 
of scale, the introduction of new nodes will have an 
impact on the whole network. The butterfly effect, in 
which a butterfly in Brazil flaps its wings and triggers 
a tornado in Texas, is a powerful example. 35

35  Refers to the Title of Edward Lorenz’ paper presented 
at the 139th Annual Meeting in Washington, D.C. of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science 
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Human needs have different forms of impact. The 
immediate impact may be to meet the demand, 
while in the wider network, the results are often 
unpredictable. For example, the logic of social 
production in a capitalist society satisfies the 
demand for profit through the  appropriation 
of nature. However, due to the neglect of the 
consequences, it failed to cycle back forms of wastes, 
resulting in a rift in the metabolic interaction. This 
rift destroys the metabolic interaction that people 
rely on for existence which eventually endangers the 
survival of mankind. Such warnings creates a moral 
obligation for designers: they must strive to expand 
their sight beyond the desired outcome in order to 
avoid the unintended results as much as possible. 

Humans and and remove nodes through 
implementation of practices, resulting in a  
constantly changing network. Non-humans are also 
in the network, bringing about change in various 
forms. It is difficult to fully understand this entangled 
network of things. 

When humans are aware of the impact of their 
actions, they are allowed a degree of control through 
the understanding of cause and effects that can 
guide people to take reasonable actions. Modern 
technology, creates a lot of “black boxes” 36. We don’t 
know what powers the light bulbs in our homes, we 

36  Black box is a device, system or object which can be 
viewed in terms of its inputs and outputs (or transfer characteris-
tics), without any knowledge of its internal workings.
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do not usually see the burning fuel, we do not see 
exactly how moving water or wind can provide power. 
The deep energy flow in the metabolic interaction 
with nature is covered by commercialised technology, 
because it appears as a finished product. While 
ecology is currently viewed as a resource that 
enables socially organised practices, it should in fact 
be repositioned as part of social practices that are 
organised around the uncertainties of ecology rather 
than trying to organize chaos. 

Humans must obey the laws of nature, balance the 
need to maintain natural ecology for reproduction 
and the operation of the human social system, 
to ensure the continuous metabolism of human 
society and nature. Otherwise, humans will 
become extinct. There is a pressing need to be 
conscious of humanity’s current dismissal of 
ecological importance and how it is an inaccurate 
representation of humanity’s reliance on the 
metabolic interaction between human and nature. 

Technology has an obligation to reveal where they 
stand within the ecology of metabolic interaction, not 
to be hidden as a selling point for capital, nor add 
to the narrative of the alienation of human society 
from nature. Based on this ecological understanding, 
technology can have a positive impact on the 
improvement  of the network. 

However, simply calling for change on individual 
moral values will never be enough in this case. 
We need something beyond the blind power of the 
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capital market, something beyond the capitalist 
system of production which alienates and exploits 
social and material circumstances. A collective 
control of capitalism needs to be exercised.

Designers have an inescapable obligation to make 
the process of labour and manufacture a part of 
the ecological cycle instead of creating a separate 
human ecology. Taking into account both human and 
non-human factors and the way they relate to each 
other, making the process of production achieve 
a cyclical return to ecology, enabling the future 
sustainability of resources for the rest of the species 
within its located ecology and not only for human 
needs. To maintain ecological stability is to maintain 
human sustainability. 

It is imperative to give ecological value to the 
Anthropocene, in order to address the current 
narrative of unsustainable ecological colonisation. 
The human narrative needs to be repositioned 
where nature is positioned as equals in a symbiotic 
relationship lest the creatures of nature forget their 
place within the tale of survival, forgetting their 
dependence on things beyond their own constructs 
of the world and their enslavement of their very 
nature. 
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Ongoing 
Search for the 
Golden Spike
A Manifesto. 

“The Golden Spike” — defined as 
a “geologic marker created by a 
global event that leads to long 
lasting global changes recorded 
in the geologic record that can 
be used to indicate a change in a 
geologic time division such as an 
epoch, age, era”.



History is an anthropocentric documentation 
of human’s past, present and future. Unless 
the voices of nature is taken into account, 
humans will continue unaware of their history 
within an ecological context, robbing nature of 
its place within the future of humanity. Human 
history should be ecological, documenting not 
only their acts but the entanglement of their 
actions within their situated environments. 
This can be retraced through the lens of 
geographic markers indicating human 
manufactured change in species, zones and 
natural terrain.

It is imperative that humans recognise their 
acts upon nature as a form of colonisation. 
Through this acknowledgement will people 
realise the extent of their impact on ecology, 
as well as the permanent changes their 
actions will cause within Ecology. 



Within ecological colonisation, humans 
can begin to trace the “milestones” of 
their impact on nature, ecology and 
Earth’s natural alterity. This form of record 
will allow a more thorough reflection of the 
origin of their practices, and how to adapt 
their practices to mitigate its negative 
ecological effects.

It is also fair to acknowledge that ecology 
had adapted to humans’ entanglement 
within it. Just as how concrete and ruined 
cities bear the scars of societal conflict, 
the ground and forests too, bears irrevers-
ible change brought upon them by human 
counterparts that have – bestowing nature 
with a new identity that is techno-human. 



Manifesto:
For Ecological Change 

The ecology of metabolism 
must be revealed,
Interactions are not 
“secret recipes” kept hidden.

Ecognosis should not be shrouded 
as a selling point for capital, 
Nor should it be manipulated for the 
alienation of :
human society from nature. 



Technology should be based on 
ecological understanding,
Affect the social network,
Reorganise the
human perspective of nature. 

Technology cannot organise chaos.

Technology should serve as a part of 
social practice,
Organised around 
the uncertainties of ecology.





“Contamination” of Venice

The pregnant rivers indicative of a
natural cycle waiting to:
Quench the thirst of starved plants 
buried in concrete
Floods to erode what remains of 
crumbling rock.

Monuments struggling to 
be kept alive — 
caving under waterlogged marble, 
enslaved by luxury and capital.

Let Venice fall and free it from its 
petrification,
Allow it to age, creak and collapse.
The erosion of the city becomes a 
restorative act.

The last reminders of 
humans’ glory, 
a warning of its failures.



The regrowth of organisms
Finding life amidst the decay 
Of its waterlogged buildings
Holding together the crumbling 
foundations,
Binding eroded ground
Stabilising the sinking city.

Latching onto the walls of eroded canals
Mollusk cleaning up polluted waters
Restoring the depleted, lifeless veins,
Removing the stench
Reverting the lagoon to what it was.



Resurrected wild becomes 
ecological monument
Likened to the geographic 
inscriptions of man
The body of the environment growing 
off the decay of civilisation
A testament to the history of 
humanity’s alterations 
Earth’s decolonised topography 
a reevaluation of 
Collective memory, 
ecological monument 
The ecological society.

— Venice (2019), A field study on 
Ecological colonisation1.

1 Verses by Francine Chan and Yijun Xiong. (2019). Venice, A field 
study on Ecological colonisation.
The “contamination” of Venice serves as an epilogue, a proposal to 
restore the historical city of human ambition which aligns it to our 
conclusion of ecological rewilding and the metabolization of human 
and nature. Highlighting the flaws of human construction, but also the 
potential of resurrecting this depleted land.





Venice: A field study on ecological colonisation

The following are a series of images of our observations from our 
time in Venice. At the start of the project, we went to Venice at the 
peak of its flood (Acqua Alta) in November, 2019. What followed was 
a series of bizarre incidents which inspired our research and subse-
quent dissertation on the topic of ecological colonisation. 

Venice was a multilayered paradox which saw the collide of pres-
ervation and fabrication, humans and nature, social hierarchy and 
natural disasters - the latter, one in the same. Historical buildings 
and monuments that have long decayed in the humidity and acidic 
corrosion of frequent flooding and water pollution are constantly 
being repaired, restructured, given new coats of paint. Humans living 
there (mostly students and tourists) seem to be in a constant uphill 
battle against the natural elements. Makeshift tables are set up to 
elevate people away from the flood, mere inches away from their 
plastic wrapped feet.

And yet, Venice remains iconic in its brand for housing the upper 
class. The streets are lined with designer shop fronts, like a reverse 
aquarium during the flood where rain trodden tourists are drawn into 
the idea of luxury behind reflective panes like moths to a flame. 

The narrative of Venice serves as a strong imagery for the irony with-
in human’s current relationship with nature. So absorbed within their 
own ideologies of society that they fail to see their lack of belonging, 
the misalignment between their fabricated spaces and the crumbling 
ecologies on the brink of collapsing upon them. 

Appendix 



TREE TOUR TRANSCRIPT 
(NOVEMBER 2019, KEW GARDENS)

(Kew) is home to about 15,000 trees from all over the world. 

What amazes me and probably I hope, you is that so many of these 
trees come from very distant places and all survive here in Kew. 
That must be something to do with the expertise of our arboretum 
people. And some of these trees have been here for a very very long 
time. We will probably see some dark old lions (?) some of which 
have been here since the 1760s when the gardens first opened and 
cultivated by the royal family and some that have arrived much more 
recent than that. You may recognize some of these trees from your 
home places as we go. 

First of all, what is a tree obviously it’s a big plant that grows tall with 
a trunk a stem and branches. How big is it going to go – it depends 
where its growing are there are many trees will be much smaller as 
they grow north towards the arctic circle than they are in more tem-
perate zones - and how big will it how wide will it grow? Generally the 
spread of the branches limits the extents of the roots. 

How old is a tree? It’s difficult to say unless you cut it down and 
count its rings. Except you can - they now do use carbon dating to 
look at the age of the tree. Those that we are looking at now – we 
are not sure when they were planted. They didn’t start recording the 
data planting here until about the nineteen sixties so for many trees 
we don’t know how old they are. 

Some trees will last longer than others it depends again where 
they’re growing I mean yew trees, they are very long lived. In North 
America you’ve got Bristlecone Pines which are thousands thou-
sands of years old and there are some sort of in between.



The other thing that is nice to look at this time of year is the bark of 
the trees which has very many uses, not just to look nice but they 
are used for many many things and people have made used of bark, 
sometimes for making materials, sometimes they’re useful for build-
ing.  

I just wonder if you recognize this tree if you know what sort of tree it 
is. It’s an oak yes very typical, this is a typical European oak, a typical 
English English oak with a tooth shaped leaf. This may be 200-300 
years old. We’re not sure.  There are many of them planted in this 
country planted in this country for building and shipbuilding, particu-
larly because they grow naturally with a shape on the branch and 
this is used in – when you look at very old Elizabethan houses, you 
can see the shape of the roof and it would have been made from the 
actual shape of the oak. And it was also useful for ship building and 
there are still many oak now that were planted at the time for that 
purpose.  The other thing about the oak tree was that the bark was 
very useful for tanning and used for dyeing of the leather. Also, it is 
home for lots of creatures, not just the birds sitting on the branch but 
for insects living on it. It produces acorns but this tree hasn’t pro-
duced any this year and of course acorn is very good food for grazing 
animals. 

For the (lime) tree, the bark doesn’t look very different (from the oak) 
but in fact the leaves are very different. Now the word lime is used in 
several different ways because you might think of the lime as a citrus 
fruit that makes juice but it’s not that sort of lime.  This is the way 
the common name isn’t a great deal of help. See the leaf the other 
thing about a lime tree is that the lime leaf is that it’s sharp its leaf 
looks a bit like a playing card with a point at the end - can you see? 



But it isn’t entirely symmetrical it doesn’t have fold exactly so that’s 
one way of checking. Very very commonly planted in this country and 
they produce a flower in the spring in the summer which is full of 
nectar which the bees love and the insects feed on it as well and its 
very very sticky and if you ever put your car underneath the lime tree 
and it’s get all nasty sticky stuff on it, it’s because of the aphids, the 
insects that are feeding on the nectar so that’s one of the problems. 
The other thing is that the wood that it produces is actually very nice 
and light lightweight and it’s very good for carving. It’s a very nice 
wood. Does it last? – Well I think it does last as long as you put it in-
side and many stately homes have it as a sort of decorative carving.

This one originally came from South Central China guys you prob-
ably recognize it it’s not lost its leaves yet. It should have because 
the weather is so different now, it should have lost its leaves.  But it 
has got a beautiful bark and its called a birch bark cherry. Its called 
a birch because the bark peels off like a birch tree and it is a very 
ornamental tree. And it would have been brought here as a young 
sapling gifted to Kew. Does it flower in China? (yes) Because it does 
not flower here.

So this is a cedar tree and it originates from the edge of the Him-
alayas, on the edge of Pakistan. I believe it is the national tree of 
Pakistan. So it’s a mountain tree. And producing pollen this time of 
the year, cedar trees. It’s quite old, I believe this was planted when 
the palm house was built in the middle of 19th century. Cedar wood 
is used traditionally for building and making window frames and 
part of houses which are very useful wood and it’s also resistant to 
you know uhm, if you make boxes of cedar you can put them in your 
wardrobe to keep moths and insects away - so it’s aromatic it’s very



good at getting rid of insects. 

Some of the oak wood used in this was retrieved from an oak tree 
which we called the verdant oak which were grown from some acorns 
that were brought back to Kew about 1920 from the battlefields of 
France and some of the wood was made from that tree now you say 
where’s the tree unfortunately that wonderful oak tree was damaged 
by a storm a few years ago so it had to come down that’s why they 
used the wood that they were able to save the wood and use it the 
part of the making of this bench which celebrated or commemorates 
at the end of the First World War.

It hasn’t lost its leaves yet and its male flowers are beginning to grow 
and this is an Alder tree and it grows very readily here in Europe. The 
wood is very water resistant it’s a very very useful. The other thing 
about them is that they have roots that have got bacteria in them 
that can collect the nitrogen from the air that’s in the soil and pro-
duce nitrates that feed it so it can live in  messy wet areas and and 
thrive very well. So it in fact it behaves a bit like peas and beans do 
they have that ability to collect the nitrogen.

This is another conifer tree with needles as opposed to leaves and 
this is a taxodium (?) which is the common name is Swamp Cypress 
– American Swamp Cypress. And its just about to lose all its nee-
dles. And in the spring it has wonderful bright green needles and it
is another tree that thrives by water and you can can you see those
wooden looking lumps in the ground sticking up? Those have come
up from the roots of the tree and they enable a passage of air into
the roots while the roots are going under the water. Apparently so
scientists are still looking at this to see whether you know how it



it actually happens but that’s the the present theory is why they have 
the reason why they have these bumps.

This tree originates from North America and (the interesting thing 
about) this particular tree is that they found a fossil from two million 
years ago in Bournemouth on the south coast of England. And this 
indicates that that grew naturally on the south coast of England two 
million years ago. Now is that something to do with climate change? 

It looks like a giant rhubarb and those are the flower spikes but they 
always cover it in the winter because of the frost. They’re subtropical 
I think. 

Another species of cedar tree and you can see that they have got 
needles, slightly blueish and they originated from South Africa, from 
Morocco from the Atlas Mountains so its sometimes called a blue 
Atlas Cedar. Again brought over about the middle of the 19th centu-
ry. You can see that its got some cones appearing and theyre full of 
sticky resin. 

A very typical birch tree, a European Silver birch, they are very com-
mon and they have a lovely bark. Birch again are a very useful tree. 
People apparently were a bit – in the past thought that it was very 
evil and they had strange ideas. In fact, the twig – the thin end of 
the branches were used to beat people with. In the days where you 
could hit people because they behaved badly – it was called birching 
because the birch twig was used to punish people. 

However, its had other good uses. I’m not sure if its a silver birch but 
one of the birches, it’s sap, if you tap into the sap is quite sweet and 



you can drink it as well. So there are various other uses for making 
things and handles for tools. Although most handles are made of 
plastic these days. I don’t think there are many handles made for 
tools out of wood. 

It’s got a common name in English - it’s called a paper bush if you 
want to buy one for your garden you can get them from the nurseries 
here and you asked for a paper which the reason being is that it’s 
been the wood is used for high quality paper so you know it’s hard to 
believe because it’s small but that’s what it has been used for. The 
nice thing about it but its hard to tell at the moment is the flower. It’s 
just beginning to fall but when the leaves drop off totally, the whole 
thing is covered in these very very pretty flowers that have a lovely 
perfume in the winter so if you want something that’s going to flower 
in the winter and in fact if you wanted, if you’ve got a garden here 
you need a bit of cover a bit
of protection from frost so that’s why we’ve got it growing among 
some camellia bushes here protecting it keeping it shaded. 

This is a field maple, so many different maples, now field maples are 
very common in the countryside and they sort of often are used to 
make hedges and they’re kept fairly short so you might not notice 
them but this one is bit unusual and has been allowed to grow very 
big so it’s a very fond specimen and maple wood is used again in lots 
of furniture or musical instruments.

for making bows long bows in the 1500s, 1400s, but it was flexible. 
Now the  modern use is that it actually produces a very important 
drug for the treatment of cancer and this was found a while back in 



America there’s another species of yew, the Western yew, which the 
Americans plant and the strip the bark off for making medication for 
treating cancer. But of course it but you start stripping the bark off 
the trees you will kill your tree but we’ve now found that actually you 
the the same chemicals can be made from the from the leaves so 
they an actually harvest the tree gradually and use it. 

This originally was a Japanese pagoda tree but actually originated 
from China but in the days then when they brought things back to 
Europe they couldn’t work out where which was china and which was 
japan and got confused but it did originate from China. 

This is a Gingko and this also has been here since the 1760s. We’ve 
got a few younger ones here and I don’t know if you’ve noticed but 
they’re planting a lot more now in the streets. Because they’re so 
strong and useful in cities and in streets and I think the color in 
autumn is just beautiful. The most important thing if you plant a 
Gingko is make sure you get a male not a female as they have the 
fruits which are smelly and unpleasant.  This is officially a male tree 
but a few years ago we spotted in the corner some fruits. Now the 
the scientists here were just shocked. When it was planted they must 
have put in more than one sapling because if you look at the plant it 
most probably had a bit of a female stalk planted with it and  after so 
many hundreds of years a bit of female material showed itself. I just 
think the leaves are just so pretty but they don’t grow in the wild in 
China except I think in one little bit but they’re becoming much more 
common in Europe because we know how tough they are and also 
how good they are to plant in the streets and also traditionally in Chi-
na they have been used  for medicinal purposes and it’s supposed to 
be good for curing dementia. 
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